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( 5.2.3.2 Discussion of Results

5.2.3.2.1 Seismic Data

Seismic refraction Profiles DB-10-1 through DB-10-8
(Figures 2K-34 through 2K-36 and Attachment C generally
show higher, near-surface overburden velocities than are
found elsewhere in the Hanford Reservation; the typical
1,000-2,000 ft/sec. shallowest material is less than 20
feet thick and is underlain by material with velocities
ranging from 3,000 to 8,000 ft/sec. An analysis of
materials excavated from test pits (Table 2K-1) along the
seismic refraction lines indicate a lateral variation in
the composition of the gravels. These compositional
changes define a northwest-trending transition zone which
is indicated by the northwest-trending dotted line on
Figure 2K-33. Lower velocities of 3,000-5,000 ft/sec. in
the gravels found northeast of the transition zone
correlate with a matrix of basaltic sand. The higher
velocity material (6,000-8,000 ft/sec.) encountered
southwest of the zone has a matrix of silt and clay with

| weak calcareous cementation.

es The seismic refraction data in the DB-10 area clearly,

i ( l define the northwest-trending basalt ridge indicated by the
N/ gravity data, as well as the drillhole data obtained by

Golder Associates. Top of basalt elevations in the area of
seismic lines DB-10-1 through DB-10-8 are between 460 feet

; and 260 feet. The seismic velocities for bedrock vary from
| 10,000 to 14,000 ft/sec.

Seismic lines DB-10-3A, DB-10-5, DB-10-6 and DB-10-7 were
located to explore the lateral extent of the 8,000 ft/sec.
material that appear at the west end of Line DB-10-3.
Shallow, competent basalt (12,000 - 14,000 ft/sec.) with a
localized weathered zone (6,000-9,000 ft/sec.) in the
vicinity of Test Pit 6 was found to extend across the
entire DB-10 area.

I Profile DB-10-4 (Figure 2K-34) shows an anomalous low
velocity zone in the basalt bedrock between Stations 12+00,

| and 16+00. A low velocity zone in the bedrock was
encountered between Stations 6+00 and 10+00 on Profile DB-
10-8 (Figure 2K-35) and at Station 15+50 on Line DB-10-3
(Figure 2K-36).

| Seismic Profiles 7 and 8 (Figures 2K-37 and 2K-38) show an
' overburden sequence of 2,000-4,500 ft/sec. material
i underlain by 8,000-10,000 ft/sec. material. Isolated zones
| within the overburden have intermediate velocities that
1

A.
|

l
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range from 5,000-8,000 ft/sec. The velocity of the basalt
varies from 13,000 to 14,500 ft/sec. in areas overlain by
100 f eet or more of the gravels. In areas where the basalt
is less than 100 feet below the surface the velocities
range from 11,000 to 13,000 ft/sec. The seismic refraction
data were used to contour the bedrock surface (Figure 2K-
39) and bedrock velocity values (Figures 2K-40).

5.2.3.2.2 Gravity Data

The Bouguer gravity map shown in Figure 2K-41 was processed
with a density of 2.67 g/cm3 Because of the contrast in
density between basalt and sediments (0.2 to 0.5 g/cm3),
the map is controlled mainly by the topography of the
basalt. The immediate DB-10 area is characterized by an
elongate, northwest-trending, gravity high located
approximately one mile south of Gable Mountain and one mile
west of the north-south trending May Junction monocline.

The residual gravity map for the DB-10 area is shown in
Figure 2K-42. It is characterized by two major features:
a northwest-trending elongate gravity high and the gravity
gradient indicating the location of the May Junction
monocline. The elongate, gravity high, A, coincides with
the bedrock ridge which trends through the site of the DB-
10 drill hole. The crest of the bedrock ridge appears to
be disrupted by a north-south to northeast-trending
" saddle". The dips on the flanks of the ridge are less 24than 200

5.2.3.3 Interpretations

The bedrock high, A, was interpreted by Myers and Price
(1979) to Ie an anticlinal ridge. Their interpretation was
based upon a single drill hole, DB-10 and their
aeromagnetic data. Subsequent drilling by Golder
Associates across the southeastern nose of the bedrock
ridge (Figure 2K-32) has confirmed the presence of
anticlinal folding (Figure 2K-43). This drill hole profile
crosses the nc 'hwest-trending ridge where it intersects
the May Junction monocline. The structural section of
Figure 2K-43 therefore contains interference from two
different features, the DB-10 anticline and the May
Junction monocline. The change in the elevations between
DH-97 and DH-93 contains two components. Furthermore, the
line of drill holes is oriented at 450 to the trend of the
bedrock high.

O
2K-24 Amendment 24
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O
( / 5.3 SOUTHEAST ANTICLINE

5.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The aeromagnetic data acquired by Washington Public Power
Supply System (Figure 2K-49) show a magnetic high trending
southeasterly from the eastern end of Gable Mountain. Two
aeromagnetic survey blocks are joined along the axis of
this magnetic high. Those individual flight lines which
overlap f rom one survey block to another have been
evaluated and confirm that the magnetic high is real and
not an artif act of merging the two aeromagnetic survey
blocks. Rockwell's 1980 aeromagnetic survey of the Hanford
Reservation area f urther confirms the existence of this
aeromagnetic high. Extensive seismic refraction, gravity
and land magnetic data were acquired to characterize this
anticlinal ridge and to define the structural relationships
between the Southeast Anticline and the first , second ,
and third-order folds of the Umtanum Ridge-Gable Mountain
structural trend.

5.3.2 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

V
5.3.2.1 Magnetic Data

An aeromagnetic high, generally symmetrical in shape,
trends in a southeasterly direction from the eastern end of
Gable Mountain to the vicinity of Line 4C. At this
location the anomaly decreases in amplitude and appears to
be offset to the southwest. This lower amplitude magnetic
high continues trending southeasterly and then easterly in
the vicinity of Lines 4E and 4F.

The individual land magnetic profiles (Figure 2K-50)
indicate a feature which may be more complex than the
aeromagnetic data would indicate. A sharp anomaly (A)
trends in a S600E direction from Line 3 to Line 1-A but is 24
not traceable south of Line 1-A. The single peaked,
magnetic anomaly on Line 1 broadens and divides into two
more subdued peaks (B and b) in the vicinity of Line 4B.
The northeasterly of the two southeast trends decreases in
amplitude to a magnetic low (C) on Line 4D. The
southwesterly of the two southeast-trending highs appears
to continue southeast of Line 4D but is then offset in an
en echelon manner, similar to the aeromagnetic data, to a
southeasterly-trending lower amplitude magnetic high on

['^ Lines 4E and 4F (D). The ground magnetic data are

2K-29 Amendment 24
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consistent with the aeromagnetic data and provide greater
detail.

5.3.2.2 Gravity Data

The gravity data processed at a density of 2.67 g/cm3
(Figure 2K-51) define a gravity high trending southeasterly
from the Gable Mountain area. Detailed gravity coverage
(Figure 2K-6) shows that the northwest portion of this
gravity feature is quite linear and appears to extend one
mile northwest of the eastern end of Gable Mountain.

The southeast-trending gravity high is generally
symmetrical in shape and decreases in amplitude toward the
southeast. Assuming that 1 milligal gravity is equal to
about 150 feet of basalt relief, the basalt surface slopes
at angles ranging from 5 to 13 degrees. The gravity data
clearly indicate that the southeast-trending feature
changes trend to east-northeast in the vicinity of Lines 4C
and 4D.

5.3.2.3 Seismic Refraction Data

O
Seismic refraction data across the Southeast Anticline have
been acquired and profiled along Lines 3 (Figure 2K-52), 1
(Figure 2K-54), 4A (Figure 2K-55), and 4B (Figure 2K-56)
and on the southwesterly side of the feature on Line 2
(Figure 2K-53). Seismic data were also obtained for
portions of Lines 4C (Figure 2K-57) , 6 (Figure 2K-58), and
6A (Figure 2K-59) to provide more information on the
configuration of the bedrock surface in the area where the
gravity and magnetic data indicated a change in the
orientation of the feature. Seismic data were acquired on
Line 6B (2K-60) to explore the northeast flank of the
Southeast Anticline.

Overburden seismic velocities in the area of the Southeast
Antic 1.ca are, in general, typical of those encountered
elsewhere in the Hanford Reservation. The low velocity
(2,500-3,000 ft/sec.) overburden has a uniform thickness of
appruxima*ely 100 feet except at the northeast limit of the
area near the Columbia River where it thins to 50 feet.
Higher velocity overburden materials (9,500-10,000 ft/sec.)
underlie the lower velocity material southwest of the
bedrock high. The seismic velocity of this material
changes to 6,500-7,500 ft/sec. northeast of the bedrock
ridge.

O
2K-30 Amendment 23
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l

TABLE 2Q B-1

V SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING W-1

NATURAL
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOWS /FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

Slightly silty S AND, poorly graded. Ma ximum5-1 0. 0- 1. 5 3 3. 5 -

size about 5mm. About 90% subangular to rounded,
fine to medium sand and tot non-plastic fines.

Dark yellowish brown. D ry . Very loose. No
reaction to HC1.

5-2 5.0-6.5 8 0. 3 M.A. Silty SAND. Maximum size about 5mm.
About 701 subangular to rounded,
fine sand and 30% non-plastic fines. Dark
yellowish brown. D ry . Loose. No reaction
to HC1.

5-3 10.0-11.5 18 4.1 M.A. Silty S AND . Maximum size about 10mm.
About 601 subangular to rounded,
fine sand and 40% non-olastic fines. Olive gray,

Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to HCf.

S-4 15.0-16.5 20 - - No recovery

n

' S-5 17.5-19.0 22 - - No recovery

S-6 20.0-21.5 33 - - No recovery

S-7 22.5-24.0 34 7. 2 M.A. Clean S AND, poorly graded. Maximum size
S.G. about 10mm. Subangular to rounded, fine to

medium sand. Varicolored to olive black. D ry .

Dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

S-8 25.0-26.5 28 0.3 M.A. Clean SAND, poorly graded. Maximum size
i

about 12mm. Subangular to rounded, fine to
| coarse sand. Varicolored to olive black. Dry.

Medium dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

|
|

| S-9 30. 0- 31. 5 22 0.9 M.A. Clean gravelly SAND, poorly graded. Ma ximum
site about 20mm. About 851 subangular to round-

i ed, fine to coarse sand and 15% fine gravel. Va ri-
l
| colored to olive black. D ry . Medium dense. Weak

reaction to HC1.

5-10 35.0-36.5 23 3. 5 M.A. Clean SAND, poorly graded. Maximum size
S.C. a sout 10mm . Subangular to rounded. fine to

coarse sand. Varicolored to olive black. Dry.

Medium dense. Weak reaction to HCf.

O'
Amendment 23
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O
T ABLE 20 B-1

SOIL 5AMPLl DESCRIPTIONS

BORING W-1

NATURAL
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOWS JT ) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DE SCRIPTION

5-11 40. 0- a1. 5 66 8.1 M.A. Silty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size
5.C. about 6mm. About tot subangular to se

rounced, fine sand and 20% non plastic fines.
Dark yellowesh brown. D ry . Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

|245-12 45.0- 46. 5 71 6.3 M.A. Slightly silty S AND. poorly graded. Ma ximum
size about 6mm. A bout tot subangular to
rounded, fine to medium sand and 10% non-
plastac fines. Dark yellowish brown. D ry .
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-13 50. 0- 51. 5 92 5. 7 M.A. Slightly silty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum
site about 5mm . About 901 subangular to
rounded, fine to medium sand and 101 non-
plastic fenes. Varicolored to dark yellowish
brown. D ry . Very dense. Weak reaction to
HC 1.

5-14 55.0- 56. 5 66 - - No recovery

5-15 57.5-59.0 126 - 5.C. Clean SAND. poorly gra ded. Mansmum size
about 6mm. Subanaular to rounded, fine

to med4um sand. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-16 60.0-61.5 128 - - No recovery

5-17 63.0-64.5 116 - M.A. Slightly silty S AND pnorly graded. Ma xim um
size about $mm. About 901 subangular to
rounded, fine to medium und and tot non-
plastic fines. Var. colored to oleve black. Dry.

- Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.
|

|
J 5-18 65.u~C6.5 68 2. 2 M.A. Clean S AND, poorly graded. Maximum site

about 10mm. Subangular to rounded, fine to
coarse sand. Varicolored to oleve black. Dry.

Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-19 70.0-71.5 66 2. 0 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Manimum size
about 10mm . Subangular to rounded, fine
to coarse sand. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to MCI.

.

|
.

I

l
,

O
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C
\
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T ABLE 2Q B-1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIOrds

BORING W-1

NATURAL
$ AMP LE DE PT H SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOW 5/FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-20 75. 0- 76. 5 54 1.8 M.A. Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size
5.C. about Smm. Subangular to rounded. fine to

mediwn sand. Varicolored to chve black. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-21 80.0-81.5 62 3. 2 M.A. Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size
about 10mm. Subangular to rounded, fine
to coarse sand. Varicolored to ohve aray.
D ry . Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-22 85. 0- 86. 5 79 1. 8 5.C. Clean gravelly SAND. well graded. Ma ximum
size about 10mm. About 701 subangular to
rounded, fene to coarse sand and 30% fine
gra vel . Va recolored. Dry. Very dense. Weak
reaction to hcl.

|245-23 90.0-91.5 105 2.5 - Clean gravelly S AND. well graded. Ma ximum
sire about 25mm . About 751 subangular to
rounded. fine to coarse sand and 251 fine to

v coarse gravel. Varicolored to olsve black. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-24 95. 0- 96. 5 126 0.2 - Cien gravelly S AND, well graded. Ma ximum
size ataut 25mm. About 70% subangular to
rounded, fine to coarse sand and 30% fine to

coarse gravel. Varicolored to oleve black. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to MCI.

5-25 100.0-101.5 106 4. 2 - Shgatly silty S A ND. poorly graded. Ma ximum
size about 25mm. About tot subrounded, fine
to coarse sand and tot non plastic fines. Va ri-
colored to olive gray. D ry . Very dense. Weak
reaction to MC1.

5-26 104.5-106.0 - - M.A. Slightly silty gravelly SAND. poorly graded.
Maximum sire about Somer. About 75% subangu-
lar to rounded, fine to coarse sand. 151 fine to
coarse gravel and 101 non-plastic fines. Vare-
colored to dark yellowish brown. Dry. Weak reac-
taon to HC1.

t

5-27 111.5-113.0 - - M.A. Cleon gravelly SAND. well graded. Mausmum
saae about 40m m . About $5% subangular to
rounded, fine to coarse sand and 451 fine to

coarse gravel. Varicolored to ohve gray. Dry.
Weak reaClion to hcl.

I

s
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01TABLE 1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING W-1

NATURAL
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOWS / FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DFSCRIPTION

5-28 115.0-116.5 - - M.A. Clean sandy CRAVEL. well graded. Ma ximum
size about 50mm. About 551 subangular to
rounded. fine to coarse gravel and 451 fine
to coarse sand. Varicolored to olive gray.I D ry . Weak reaction to hcl.

I

S-29 120.2-121.7 - - M.A. Slightly silty sandy CIMEL. well graded.
S.C. Maximum size about 75mm. About 60% angular

to rounded, fine to coarse gravel. 35% fine to
coarse sand and 5% non-plastic fines. Va ri-
colored to olive black. D ry . Weak reaction to
HC 1.

5-30 125.0-125.8 - - - Clean sandy CRAVEL, well graded. Maximum
size about 50mm . About 60% subangular to
rounded, fine to coarse gravel and 401 fine to
coarse sand. Varicolored to olive black. Dry.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5 - 31 130.5-132.0 - 3. 5 M.A. Clean sandy GR AVEL. well graded. Ma xim um
size about 50mm . About 65! subangular to
to rounded. fine to coarse gravel and 35% fine
to coarse sand. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-32 135.5-137.0 -
- M.A. Slightly silty, sandy CR AVEL.well graded. Ma x i-

S.G. mum size about 60mm . About 651 angular to round-
ed, fine to coarse gravel, 30% fine to coarse sand
and 5% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive
gray. Saturated. Weak reaction to HCI.

O
Amendment 23
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b,
TABLE 20 B-1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS j

BORING W-2

NATURAL |
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (B LO WS t FT ) CONT E NT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-19 73.5-75.0 66 - - Clean gravelly S AND, well graded. Ma ximum
size about 10mm. About 90% subangular to
rounded. fine to coarse sand and 10% fine gravel.
Varicolored to olive black. D ry . Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

S-20 78.5-80.0 86 2. 3 M.A. Slightly silty SAND, poorly graded. Ma ximum
size about 10mm . About 90% subangular to sub-
rounded, fine to medium sand and 10% non-plastic
fines. Light olive gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak
reaction to HC1.

S-21 83.5-85.0 79 2. 6 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size
about 10mm. Subangular to rounded, fine to
medium sand. Light olive gray. Dry. Very

- dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

('- S-22 88.5-90.0 77 2. 9 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum sire
about 10m m . Subangular to rounded, fine to
coarse sand. Light olive gray. Dry. Very
den se . Weak reaction to HCI.

5-23 93. 5- 95. 0 116 4. 6 - Clean gravelly S AND, well graded. Ma ximum
size about 25mm. About 65% subangular to
rounded, fine to coarse sand and 35% fine to

coarse gravel. Varicolored to olive black. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

S-24 98.5-100.0 1 51 1. 7 M.A. Clean gravelly SAND, well graded. Ma ximum
size about 25mm. About $5% subangular to sub-
rounded, fine to coarse sand and 45% fine to coarse

gravel. Varicolored to olive black and light olive
gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-25 103.5-105.0 87 1. 6 - Clean gravelly S AND, well graded. Ma xim um
size about 2 5mm . About 55% subangular to
rounded, fine to coarse sand and 45% fine to
coarse gravel. Varicolored to olive black and

8 light olive gray. D ry . Very dense. Weak reaction
to HC 1.

I

s
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O
T ABLE 20 B-t

SOIL 5 AMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING W-3

NATURAL
S A .tPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER SA PLE DESCRIPTION
v u .:u t ed (FEET) (BLO*) FT) CONTENT TESTS

2456 d. 0- l . 5 6 A.8 Silty S ANO, poorly graded. '.!a m eiaurd size
about 2mm. About 85% subrounded, fine sand
and 15' non-plastic fines. Dark yellowish bromo.
Dry. Loose. No reaction tu hcl.

|24S2 1.5 5.0 10 9.8 Silt y S AND. Maximum size about
2mra. About 651 subrounded. fine sand and 35*
non p;astic fines. Dark yelloessh broe n. Dry.
Loose. No reaction to hcl.

53 3.5 10.0 le o.2 Silt y S AND. poorly graced. '.ta muaum size about
26 era. A bout 85% subrounded, fine to mediu.n
sand and 15% non-plastic fines. Dark yellowish
proe n . Dry. 'ledium dense. Na reaction to
hcl.

5e 13.5 15.0 se 3. 9 .'.l . A . Siegntly s. It y S AND. poorly graded. Ma nimum
size about 10m m . About 951 subaagular to
subrou1ded. fine to coar se sand and 5*.
non pla s tic f e.se s . Varicolored to olive blach .
Dry. 0*nse. Weam reaction to hcl.

55 18.5 2J.0 35 2. 6 C'ean S A iJ. poorly graded. Maminum s r2 abaut
2 5mm . Suban Jular to subrounded, fine to medium
sand. Varecolor ed to olive gray. Ory. Den se .
Weak reaction to hcl.

3 6 J3.5 25.0 32 2.4 Clean S AND. oonrly graded Ma z i. sum sire about
30m m . Subangular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand. Varicolored to olive black. Dry. Dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

57 28.5 30.0 37 a.3 Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum sire about
3 5mm . Subenaular to subrounded fine to ccas se
sand. Varicolored tu oln b Ak. Jry. Dense.
Reak reaction to hcl.

54 33 5 35.0 35 e.e 51 gntly silt y S A N D . poos l y graded Ma nimum s re
about 2 0mm . About 95% subangular to subrounded.
Isne to Coar se san (t aind 5% . ton plastic fines. Vara
colored to olive blac h. Dry. Dense. neak reac tion
to hcl.

59 38. 5 ao. 3 79 7. Slightly silt y SAND. poorly y aded . 1a mimum size
i

f ne! about t me.t . A bout 90, buba' tfjular to rounded i

to medium Sand and 10*. non plasisc fines . Darm
yellonesh broen. Dry. Very dense. Weam reaction
hcl.

O
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TABLE 20 81,

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

50lONC W-18

NATURAL
5 AMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOW 5tFT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-1 0.0-1.5 6 1.6 - Silty SAND. poorly graded. Maximum saae about 3mm.
About 85% angular to subrounded, fine to med.um sand
and 15% non-plastic fines. Dark yellowish brown.
Dry. Loose. No reaction to hcl.

5-2 3. 2- 4. 7 9 - - Silty SAND . Maximum sire about emm.
About 60% angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand
and 40% non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray.
Dry. Loose. No reaction to MCI.

5-3 8. 2- 9. 7 25 3.5 - Slightly silly $AND. poorly graded. Maasmum saae about 8mm.
About 951 angular to subrounded, fine to medium Sand and
$1 non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black. Dry.

Medium dense. Weak reaction to hcl. ( 8. 2- 9. 5)

7.1 - Silty $AND . Maximum size about 2mm.
About 60% angular to subroundert fine sand and 40% non-
plastic fines. Olive gray. Dry. Medium dense. No
reaction to hcl. ( 9. 5- 9. 7)

5-e 13.2-14.7 31 2. 4 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Mauemum site about $mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand. Varicolored
to olive black. Dry. Dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

\
g 4. 3 - Silty S AND. Maximum sias about emm.

g j About 751 angular to subrounded, eine to medium sand,

N/ and 251 non plastic fines. Varicolored to oleve black.
Dev. Dense. Weak reaction to HCf. (13.6-14.7)

5-5 18.2-19.7 21 2. 7 - Slightly sitty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about
10mm. About 951 angular to subrounded, fine to coarse
send and 51 non-plastic fines. Varicolored to oleve black.
Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-6 23.2-24.7 16 2. 2 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Mausmum size about 10mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand. Varicolored
to oisve black. Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-7 28.2-29.7 35 2. 4 - Clean gravelly SAND, well graded. Maximum size about
30m m . About 80% angular to subrounded, fine to coarse
sand and 20% fine to coarse gravel. Varicolored to olive
blac k . Dry. Den se. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-8 33.2-34.7 41 2.7 - Slightly sitty gravelly SAND. poorly graded. Ma ximum
size about 20mm. A bout 85% angular to subrounded. fine
to coarse sand. 101 fine gravel and 51 non-plastic fines.
Varicolored to olive black. Dry. Dense. Weak reaction to HC'.

5-9 38.2-39.7 103 7.2 - Silty SAND poorly graded. Maaimum size about 3m m .
About 851 angular to subrounded, fine to medium sand sod
15% non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

| *-5 10 4 3. 2 - e e. 7 97 5.9 - Silty SAND. poorly graded. Maasmum site about 5mm. A bout
05% angular to subrounced, fine to coarse sand and 15% non-
plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry. Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-11 48.2 49.7 97 2.5 - Slightly sirty SAND poorly graded. Mamemum size about 7m m .
About 90% angular to subrounded, fene to medium sand and 10'.
non plastic fines. Varicosored to olive black. Dry. Very
dense. Weak reaClion to 6Cl.

\
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T ABLE 20 8-1

SOf L 5 AMPLE DESCRIPTIDNS

BORINC. W-18

NATURAL
5 AMPL E DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOn5 FT) CONTENT TESTS S AMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-12 53.2-54.7 159 2.8 - Shghtly sitty gravelly S AND. Manimum size about somm.
About 751 angular to subrounced, fine to coarse sand.
15% fine to coarse gravel and 10% non-plastic fines.
Varicolored to obve black. Dry. Very dense. neak
reaction to MCI.

5-13 57.9-59.e 64 2.2 - Slightly silty S AND, poorly graced. Maximum site about
20m m . About 951 angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 51 non-plastic fines. Varicolored to obve black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-ta 6 3. 0- t a. 5 70 2.1 - Shghtly sitty 5AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about
10mm. About 90% angular to Subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and tot non-plastic fines. Varicolored to obve black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5 15 67.8-69.3 50 1.9 - Shghtly silty S AND. poorly graded. liiami-ium size aDout
20m m . A bout 95% angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 51 non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

5-t6 72. 9-7 s. 4 69 2.0 - Shgntly sitty SAND. poorly graded. Manimum site about
10m m . About 951 angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 51 non-plastic fines. Dry. Very dense. neak
reaction to hcl.

5-17 77.9-79.o 73 2.5 - Shghtly s.ity S AND. poorly graded. Maximum sire about
15m m . About 95% angular to subrounded, fine to coarse
sand and 5% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

5-18 82. 8- Se. 3 81 - - Slighity silty gravelly S AND. well graded. Maximum size
about 3%m. About 70% angular to subrounded, fine to
coarse sand. 251 fine to coarse gravel and $1 non-plastic
fine s. Varecolored to olive black. Dry. Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-19 87.9-89.a 119 - - Shghtly sitty gravelty S AND. = ell graded. Manimum size
about 30mm. About 75% angular to subrounded. fine to
coarse sand. 15% fine to coarse gravel and 10% non-plastic
fine s. Verscolored to chve black. Dry. Very dense. Wean
reaction to MCI. (87.9-88.9)

- - Silty SAND. poorly graded. Masimum site about 2mm.
A bout 80% angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand
and 201 non plastic fines. Obve gray. Dry. Very dense.
No reaction to MCI. (88.9 89.4)

5-20 92. 9- te. e sti - - Slightly sitty gravelty SAND. poorly graded. Manimum site
about 25mm. About 80% angular to subrounded, fine to
coarse sand.101 fine gravel and tot non plastic fines.
Varicolored to chve gray. Dry. Very dense. meak r eac tion
to hcl.

5 21 97.9-98.4 192/2" - - Slightly silty gravelly S AND. eell graded. Ma nimum si t e
2 5mm . A bout 6 fene to coarse

30% rine grave,0% angular to sucrounced,about
and i0s non piastic rines. va .coioredsa nd .

to obve black. Dry. Very dense. heak reaction to MCI.

O
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(O,
D/ TABLE 2Q 8-1

SolL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

80RINC E-t

NATURAL
5 AM PLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLons FTl CONTENT TESTS SAYPLE DESCa tpTION

5-18 4 8,1- e t. 6 56 2.2 - Sieghtly sitty S AND. poorly graded. M a x imum
size about 7mm. A bout 951 angular to rounded.
fine to medium sand and 5% non-p6astic fines.
Varicolored to obve black. Dry. Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-12 53.2-54.7 93 2.1 - Shghtly silty gravelly S AND. = ell graded. Mame-
mum site about 25mm . About all angular to rounded.
fine to coarse sand.10% fine to coarse gravel and
5% non-plastic fsnes. Varicolored to chve black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to MCf.

5-13 57.6 59.1 165 3. 9 5.C. Slightly silty gravelly S AND. = ell graded. Ma m i-
mum sine about 3km . About 75% angular to rounded.
fine to coarse sand. 201 fine to coarse gravel and
5% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to obve black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to MCI.

5.la 62.6-6a.1 132 2.2 - Clean gravefly SAND well graded. Mamemum size
about 25m m . About 85% angular to rounded. fine
to coarse sand and 15% fine to coarse gravel. Vars-
colored to obve black. Dry. Very dense, weak
reaction to MCI.

5-15 67.6-69.1 131 - - Clean SAND poorly graded. Maximum site about

. 'N
15mm. Angular to subrounced fine to medium sand.I Varicolored to chve black. D ry . Very dense, neak
reaction to MCI.

5-16 72.0-74.3 96 1.2 - Salty S AND. poorly graded. Manimum size about
imm. A bout 851 angular to subrounded. fine sand
and 15% non plastic fines. Varicolored to chve gray.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reacteon to MCf.

5-17 77.8 79.3 139 1.7 - Slightly selty gravelly S AND. well graded. Ma m i-
mum sere about 3 5mm . About 50% angular to rounded,
fine to coarse sand. act fine to coarse gravet and 10%
non plastic fines. Varicolored to chve black. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-18 83.2-84.7 76 2.1 S.C. Clean gravelly SAND. well graded. Manimum sine
about 20mm. About 70% angular to rounded. fine
to coarse send and 301 fine gravel. Vare-
cniored to ohve black. Dry. Very dense. Weak
reaction to hcl.

5-19 84.2-89.7 138 1.8 - Shghtly silty gravelly S AND. well graded. Ma m i-
mum size about 30mm. About 65% angular to rounded.
fine to coarse sand. 301 f no to coarse gravel and
5% non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

5-20 93.2-te.7 96 2.5 - Slightly sitty gravelly S A N D. well graded. Ma m i-
mum sete about 2 0mm . A bout 65% angular to rounded,
fine to coarse sand. 30% fine gravel and 5% non-
plastic fines. Varicolored to oleve black. Dry. Very
dense, weak reaction to MCI.

k
4
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O
TABLE 20 B-1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING E-6

NATURAL
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOW 54FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-1 0.0-1.5 5 4.4 - Shghtly silty S AND. poorly graded. Ma nim um
size about 3mm . About 95% angular to subrounded.
fine to medium sand and 51 non-plastic fines. Dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Loose. No reaction to hcl.

5-2 3. 5- 5. 0 7 4. 6 - Slightly silty SAND. poorly graded. Ma ximum
saae about 4mm. About 90% angular to subrounded,
fine to medium sand and 10% non-plastic fines. Dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Loose. No reaction to hcl.

5-3 8.5-10.0 14 5.7 - Silty SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 6mm.
About 851 angular to subrounded, fine to medium sand
and 15% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray.
Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to HCf.

5-4 13.5-15.0 26 2. 4 - Clean 5AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about
10m m . Angular to subrounded. fine to coarse sand.
Varicolored to obve black. Dry. Medaum dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-5 18.5-20.0 51 2. 6 - Clean gravelly SAND. poorly graded. Maximum sire
about 2 0m m . A bout 85% angular to subrounded, fine
to coarse sand and 151 fine gravel. Varicolored to
olive blac k . Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

| 5-6 23.5 25.0 57 3.0 - Shghtly silty gravelly S AND. well graded. Ma x i-
mum size about 25mm. About 80% angular to sub-

I

rounded. fine to coarse sand. 15% fine to coarse gravel
and 5% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to MCI.

5-7 28.5-30.0 80 - - Shghtly silty S AND. poorly graded. Manimum size
about 3mm. A bout 90% angular to Subrounded, fine
to medium sand and 10% non-plastic fines. Varicolored
to obve gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

58 33.5-35.0 106 2. 6 - Shghtly silty SAND, poorly graded. Maximum site
about 2 0mm . A bout 95% angular to subrounded. fine to
medium sand and 5% non-plastic f.nes. Varicolor ed

,

to olive gray, Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.
|

| 5-9 38.5-40.0 96 3. 5 - Shghtly sitty S AND. poorly graded. Maxime siae,

about 4mm. A bout 90% angular to subrounded, fine
to medium sand and 101 non-plastic fines. Varicolored
to olive gray. Dry. Very dense. weak reaction to hcl.

5-10 43.5-45.0 127 4. 0 - Slightly silty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum sire
about 3mm. About 90% angular to subrounded. fine
to medium sand and 10% non-plastic fines. Vari-

colored to ohve gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction
to hcl.

5-11 48.5-50.0 99 2. 3 - Slightly sitty S AND. poorly graded. Maa smum site
about 3mm . A bout 951 angular to subrounded, fine
to medium sand and 51 non-plastic fines. Varicolored
to olive gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

|q5-12 53.5-54.8 163/10- 6.4 - Shghtly silty gravelty S AND. well graded. Ma n em um
*

site about 2 5mm . A bout All angular to subrounded.
fine to coarse sand. 10% fine to coarse gravel and 5%
non plastic fines. Varicolored to obve black. Dry.

Very dense. W e ain reaction to HCI,

O
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TABLE 20 B-1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORINC E-11

NATURAL
5 AMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOe51FTJ CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5 14 58.6-60.8 117 1. 4 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about
2km. Angular to subrounded. fine to medsum sand.
Varicolored to olive black. Dry. Very dense. eeak
reaction to hcl.

5-15 63.6-65.1 93 1.4 - Clean SAND poorly graded. Maximum size about
12mm. Angular to subrounded, fine to medium
mand. Varicolored to olive black. Dry. Very dense.
Week reaction to hcl.

5-16 68.6-70.1 to 1.e - Slightly silty 5AND.poorly graded. Maximum site
about 7mm. A bout 90% angular to Subrounded.
Gne to medium sand and 10% non-plastic fines. Vari-
colored to chve gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak
reaction to hcl.

5-17 73.6-75.1 127 1.7 - Slightly silty gravelly S AND. well graded. Ma x imum ,

site about 35mm. About 75% angular to subrounded.
fine to coarse sand. 20% fine to coarse gravel and 5%
non-plastic fines. Varicolored . Dry. Very dense.
Weak reaction to HC1.g

5-18 78.6-80.1 95 1.7 - Clean gravelly SAND, nell graded. Ma ximum
site about 35m. About 65% angular to subrounded.
fine to coarse sand and 35% fine to coarse gravel.
Varicolored. Dry. Very dense. Wee k reaction to MCl.

5 19 83.6 85.1 135 1.4 - Clean gravelly S AND well graded. Manimum size
about 25mm. About 75% angular to subrounded,
fine to coarse sand and 25% fine to coarse gravel.
Varicolored. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-20 88.6- 90. 1 64 1.5 - Clean sandy CR AVEL. well graded. Maximum site
about 35mm. About 60% angular to subrounded, fine
to coarse gravel and 40% fine to coarse sand. Vari-
colored. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5 2t 93.6-95.1 los 1.7 - Clean gravelly S AND. well graded. Maximum size
about 30mm. About $5% angular to rounded. fine to
coarse sand and 45% fine to coarse gravel. Vari-

colored. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HC1.

{35-22 96.8 97.1 e6is" 2.0 - Slightly silty S AND = ell graded. Manimum size about
20mm. A bout 90% angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 10% non-pastic fines. Va ricolored . Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

s
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TABLE 20 B-1

50lL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING E-12

NATURAL
SAMPLE DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER

NuuBER (FEET) (BLOWS'FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-t 0.0-8.5 5 2. 9 - Silty S AND. poorly graded. Masemum size
about 3mm. About 851 angular to subrounded. fine
to medium sand and 15% non plastic fines. Dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Loose. No reaction to MCf.

5-2 3. 5- 5. 0 15 - - Sitty S AND. Maximum site about 2m m . About 60%
angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand and 401
non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry.

Merto m dense. weak reaction to hcl. ( 3.5-4. 2)

5. 3 - Slightly silty S AND. well graded. Maximum size about
15m m . A bout 90% angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 101 non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive
gray. Dry. Medium dense. weak reaction to MCI.
(4.2-4.7)

5-3 8.5-10.0 31 3.1 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 10mm .
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand. V a ricolor ed
to olive black. Dry. Den se, weak reaction to H CI.
( 8. 5- 9. 7)

6.7 - Slightly silty S AND. poorly graded. Manimum size
about 3mm . About 90% angular to subrounded. fine
to medium sand and tot non-plastic fines. Varicolored
to olive Dry. Dense, weak reaction to HCI.
( 9. 7- 9. 9)gr a y .

5-e 13.5-15.0 13 2.4 - Sligntly silty gravelly S AND poorly graded. Mame-
mum sine about 3 0mm . About 85% angular to sub-
rounded, fine to coarse sand. 10% fine to coarse gravel
and $1 non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive black.
Dry. Medium dense, weak reaction to hcl.

5-5 18.5-20.0 60 2.0 - Clean gravelly SAND. well graded. Maximum size about
30mm . About 70% angular to subrounded, fine to coarse
sand and 30% fine to coarse gravel. Varicolored to olive
blac k. Dry. Very dense, weak reaction to hcl.

5-6 23.5-25.0 too 10.6 - Silty S AND. Ma ximum size about 0. 5mm. About 80%
angular to subrounded, fine to mar' m sand and 201
non plastic fines. Olive gray, Dry. Very dense.

weak reaction to hcl.

57 28.5- 30.0 tal 6.0 - Silty S AND. Manimum size about imm. About 351
angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand and 15%
non-plastic fines. Verscolored to olive gray. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to HCI.

5-8 33.5-35.0 83 3.1 - Singhtly silty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum site
about 7m m . About 95% angular to subrounced. fine
to medium sand and $1 non-plastic fines. Va ricolored
to olive black. Dry. Very dense, weak reaction to HCf.

59 38.5-40.0 77 3.8 - Sligntly silly S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size
about Sm m . A bout 951 angular to subrounded. fine
to medium sand and St non-plastic fines. Varicolored
to olive black. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to HCf.

5-10 4 3. 5- as. 0 54 3.9 - Sligntl y silt y S AND. poorf y graded. Ma nimum size
abo ut emm. A bc Jt 951 angular to subrounded. fine
to medium sand and St non plastic fines. Varicolored
to olive blac k. Dry. Very dense, weak reaction to MCI.

5 11 40.5-50.0 117 2.e - Clean gravelly S AND. well graded. Maximum size about
15mm . About 90% angular to subrounded. fine to coarse
sand and 101 fine gravel. Varicolored to ohve blac k.
Dry. Very dense. weam reaction to HCf.

Amendment 23
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TABLE 20 5-1

SolL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

80RINC E-15

NATURAL
S A MPL E DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUM6fR IFEET) (BLOW 5 FT) CONTENT TESTS S AMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-te 43.2 6e.7 103 1.4 - Clean SAND poorly graded. Maximum size
about 10mm. Angular to subrounded. fine to
medium sand. Verscolored to Olive gray. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5 15 68.2-69.7 99 1.1 - Clean 5AND. poorly graded. Mauemum site about
ihm. Angular to subrounded. fine to medium
sand. Verscolored to ohve gray. Dry. Very dense.
Week reaction to hcl.

5-16 73.2-74.7 87 1.5 - Clean 5AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about
12mm. Angular to subrounded fine to medium sand.

i Varicolored to obve gray. Dry. Very dense. Weak
reaction to MCf.

5-17 78.2-79.7 83 1.5 - Clean gravelly S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size
about 25m m. About 90% angular to subrounded. fine
to coarse sand and 101 fine to coarse gravel. Vars-
colored to ohve gray. Dry. Very dense, neak
reaction to HCI.

' 5-18 83.2-84.7 169 1.1 - Clean sandy CR AVEL. eell graded. Masimum size
about 3k m . About 50% angular to subrounded. fine
to coarse gravel and 501 fine to coarse sand. Vari-
colored to obve black. Dry. Very dense. W eak
reaction to MCI.

,
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TABLE 20 B-1

SOIL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS

BORING E-16

NATURAL
5 AMPL E DEPTH SPT WATER OTHER
NUMBER (FEET) (BLOW 5/FT) CONTENT TESTS SAMPLE DESCRIPTION

5-1 0. 0- l . 5 5 5.1 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum site about 3mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine sand. Varacolored to dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Loose. No reaction to hcl.

5-2 3.5-5.0 5 3.7 - Clean SAND, poorly graded. Maximum site about 3mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine sand. Varicolored to dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Loose. No reaction to hcl.

5-3 8.5-10.0 19 3.3 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 2mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine sand. Varicolored to dark
yellowish brown. Dry. Medium dense. No reaction to hcl.
( 8. 5- 8. 8)

4.7 - Silty SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 15mm.
About 85% angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand
and 151 non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray.
Drv. Medium dense. W ea k reaction to hcl. ( 8. 8- 9. 6)

2. 0 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum site about 10mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand . Varicolored
to oisve black. Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to hcl.
( 9. 6- 9. 8)

5-s 13.5-15.0 13 2.1 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 10mm.
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand. Varicolored
to olive black. Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to HCJ.

5-5 18.5-20.0 25 3. 0 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 15mm.
Angular to subrounded. fine to coarse sand. Varicolore.1
to olive black. Dry. Medium dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-6 23.5-25.0 105 3. 4 - Clean SAND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 10m m .
Angular to subrounded, fine to coarse sand. Varicolored
to olive black. Dry. Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.
(23.5-23.9)

24
7.6 - Silty S AND. poorly graded. Maximum size about 3mm.

A bout 85% angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand
and 15% non-plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray.
Dry. Very conse. Weak reaction to hcl. (23.9-24.7)

| 245-7 28.6-30.1 84 5.2 - Salty S AND. Mausmum site about 2mm. About 701
angular to subrounded. fine sand and 30% non-plastic
fine s. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry. Very dense.
Weak reaction to hcl.

5-8 33.6 35.1 118 6.7 - Salty SAND. Maximum size about 12mm. A bout 80%
angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand and 201
non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry.

Very dense, weak reaction to MCl.

5-9 38. 6- e0.1 106 - - Sitty 5 AN D. Maximum size about imm. A bout 80%
angular to subrounded, fine to medium sand and 201
non plastic fines. Varicolored to olive gray. Dry.
Very dense. Weak reaction to hcl.

5-10 43.6-45.1 155 3.7 - Clean S AND. poorly graded. Maximum site aDout 10mm .
Angular to subrounded. fine to medium sand. Varicolored
to olive black. Dry. Very dense. Wean reaction to hcl.

O
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3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Category I Structures

Seismic Category I structures will have concrete mat
foundations founded on soil. Information on soil depth,
layering, and physical characteristics may be found in
Section 2.5 of this PSAR.

The Reactor Building, Auxiliary Building, Control Building
and Fuel Building are all located on a common basemat. The
basemat will be approximately 20 ft thick, with the top
surface at or near the finished grade. The plan dimensions
will be approximately 200 ft by 290 ft.

The Ultimate Heat Sink is a box-like structure, approxi-
mately 200 ft by 200 ft in plan, with an embedment depth of
about 45 ft to the bottom of the basemat. The Standby
Service Water Pump Structure is part of the Ultimate Heat
Sink.

The Diesel Generator Building is a surface founded struc-
ture, approximately 94 ft by 115 ft in plan, with a basemat
approximately 7 ft thick.

The Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Tank Vault will be described
in the project FSAR.-

\'- A more complete description of all these structures is given
in Section 3.8.4 of this PSAR.'

3.7.2 SEISMIC SYSTEMS

3.7.2.1 Seismic Analysis Methods

Seismic Category I structures are listed in Section 3.2 of
this PSAR. These structures are analyzed for both the OBE
ar.d the SSE conditions. The procedures used to create the
analytical models are described in Section 3.7.2.3.

The mathematical method used to solve the equations of
motion for a particular structure will be the modal
superposition method or the complex response (frequency
domain) method.

For modal superposition the fixed-b.ise mode shapes and
frequencies are calculated first. When soil-structure
interaction is considered, the soil-structure mode shapes,
frequencies, and composite modal damping are also cal-
culated. The modal responses are then computed, using

1
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either the time history method or the response spectrum
method. For the time history method the modal responses are 23

combined algebraically. For the response spectrum method
the modal responses are combined as described in Section
3.7.2.7 of this PSAR.

In the complex response method, the input forcing function
time history is separated into its f requency component.s by
means of the Fourier transform. The structural responses
are calculated in the frequency domain, and the inverse
Fourier transform then gives the reponse time histories.
Some variations of this method use modal properties to
describe portions of the model.

When a modal analysis is performed, the significant modes
will be chosen on the basis of frequency, participation
factor and generalized mass. Sufficient mass points will be
used to adequately define the mode shapes.

Consideration will be given to rocking and translational
responses of structures and foundations in the dynamic
seismic analysis. Maximum relative displacements among H220 4
supports of structures, systems and components will also be H2'O*5~

considered. The computer code to be used for this analysis
will be a code approved for use by the NRC.

3.7.2.2 Natural Frequencies and Response Loads

Seismic loads for Category I structures will be summarized
in the FSAR. If modal superposition analysis is used, the
significant mode shapes and frequencies will be given. If

complex response analysis is used, relevant transfer func-
tions will be given. In addition, the response spectra at
major Category I equipment locations will be provided.

3.7.2.3 Procedures Used for Analytical Modeling

Analytical models are developed for all Category I
structures. The type of superstructure model used will be
determined by the characteristics of the structure itself.
For symmetrical structures such as the Containment and
Drywell, 2-dimensional lumped-mass stick models will be
used. Structures which are highly complex or asymmetrical,
such as the Auxiliary-Fuel-Control Building complex, will be
represented by 3-dimensional finite element models.
Sufficient refinement will be provided in the models to
adequately define significant mode shapes.

3.7-4 Amendment 24
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\ Subsystems are assumed rigid and their masses lumped into
the supporting structural system whenever significant
coupling between the primary (supporting) system and the
secondary (supported) system does not occur. The decoupled
subsystems are later analyzed using the response spectra 23
generated at the supporting levels.

3.7.2.4 Soil-Structure Interaction

The input motion, as given in Section 3.7.1, is defined at
the surface level in the free field. Because the presence
of the Plant structures modifies this motion, a soil-
structure interaction analysis will be performed.

The major Category I structures (the. Auxiliary, Fuel,
Control, and Reactor Buildings) will be constructed on a
common basemat, approximately 20 ft thick. The soil-
structure interaction analysis for these structures will be
done with a combined model, using the " lumped parameter"
approach. (This approach is also known as the "sub-
structure," the " foundation impedance," and the "multistep"
approach.) The decision to use this approach is based on
the shallow embedment, relative to horizontal size, of the
common basemat,

d
The analysis will consist of the following steps:

1) A free-field soil column analysis is performed,
using the input acceleration time history defined
in Section 3.7.1 as the surface control motion.
Strain dependency of stiffness and damping will be
considered, using an iterative equivalent linear
method.

2) The soil impedance functions are calculated, using
the soil stiffness and damping derived from the
free-field analysis. Soil layering will be
explicitly considered.

3) The base and structural responses are calculated
using substructuring techniques.

Soil parameter variations will be accounted for by multiple
analyses, using a realistic range of soil parameters.

A finite element analysis will be performed as a
confirmation of the lumped-parameter approach. The analysis H220"6will utilize the FLUSH program or other program approved by
the NRC. The size of the soil elements and locations of the
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transmitting lateral boundary and the rigid base will be
chosen in accordance with standard accepted procedures for
that program. The structure will be modelled by beam and 24
plane strain elements, with sufficient detail to simulate
the dynamic properties of the system.

3.7.2.5 Development of Floor Response Spectra

23

Floor response spectra will be developed using time
histories of significant support points within the
structures. The effects of the three components of ground
motion will be combined as recommended in Regulatory Guide
1.122, Section C, Paragraph 2 or 3. Widening of spectral
curves is described in Section 3.7.2.9 of this PSAR.

3.7.2.6 Three Components of Earthquake Motion

When the maximum response to the three components of
earthquake motion have been calculated separately, the
maximum response to the total motion will be taken as the
square root of the sum of the squares of the component
responses.

When three time histories are applied to a model simul-
taneously, the maximum responses will be taken as the
maximum of the algebraic combinations of the responses to
the three components.

3.7.2.7 Combination of Modal Responses

| Where the response spectrum method of analysis is used, the
modal responses will,be combined by the " grouping method"
described in Sectiori C, Paragraph 1.2.1 of Regulatory Guide
1.92.

|

3.7.2.8 InteractiGn of Non-Category I Structures with
Category I Structures

Non-Category I structures whose collapse could result in the
loss of required function of Category I structures, equip-
ment or systems required for safe shutdown after an
earthquake will be analytically checked to determine that
they will not collapse when subjected to a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake.
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3.7.2.9 Effects of Parameter Variations on Floor Response
Spectra 23

The effects of parameter variations on floor response
spectra shall be considered by widening the spectra, using
the following procedure:

Let fj be the structural frequency, which is determined by
using the most probable material and section properties in
formulating the structural model. The variation in the
structural frequency is determined by evaluating the
individual frequency due to the most probable variation in
each parameter that is of significant effect, such as soil
modulus, material density, material stiffness, etc. The
total frequency variatio., +4fj, is then determined by
taking the square root of the sum of squares of a minimum
variation of 0.05fj and the individual frequency variation
(Afj)n, that is:

)1/'Afj = ( (0.05f j) 2 + [( Afj)n
*

2 (5-1) 24
n

T A value of 0.lfj is used if the actually computed value ofs_,) Afj is less than 0.10fj.

3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

| Constant vertical static factors will not be used for
Category I structures.

!

3.7.2.11 Methods Used to Account for Torsional Effects

Generally Category I structures with low eccentricity, such
as containment, will be analyzed using 2-dimensional stick H220.7
models. A static factor will be used to account for this
eccentricity in design.

Structures with significant 3-dimensional properties will be
modelled using finite element models which will account
explicitly for torsion.

To account for accidental torsion in both of the above cases
an additional eccentricity, applied statically, of 15% of
the maximum building dimension at the level under

\ consideration shall be assumed for structural design.
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3.7.2.12 Comparison of Responses

When different analysis methods are used, a comparison of
the responses will be provided for the operating license
review.

3.7.2.13 Methods for Seismic Analysis of Category I Dams

This project has no Category I dams. .

|

3.7.2.14 Determination of Category I Structure Overturning
Moments

Overturning moments will be determined using the results of
the dynamic analyses. Three components of input motion will
be included, as well as a conservative evaluation of
vertical and lateral seismic forces.

3.7.2.15 Analysis Procedure for Damping 23

O
For cases where modal analysis is used, one of three
techniques may be used to account for damping in different
elements of the models: mass weighting, stiffness
we ig hting , or dissipating energy technique. These
techniques will produce composite modal damping values.
Where modal analysis is used for a soil-structure system,
Tsai's method (Ref 5) may be used.

For cases where complex response (frequency domain) analysis
is used, damping is considered by forming a complex-valued
stiffness matrix.

3.7.2.16 Seismic Analysis of Radwaste Building

A modified seismic analysis will be used for the foundation
and walls of the Radwaste Building, at least up to a height
sufficient to contain the liquid inventory in the building.
This modified analysis will comply with Regulatory Guide
1.143, Revision 1, " Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste
Management Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."

O
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/ 3.7.4 SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM t- /
,

r.
'

3.7.4.1 Comparison with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12 |12 e u.< ..
.' r

Seismic instrumentation will be provided so furnish at least 134
as much data about the response of Seismic Category I I g#structures and equipment as the instrumentation suggested in .i
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12 for sites with SSE ground 7 .,'
acceleration of 0.3g or greater. This insdrumentation will
provide a means to obtain at least thef following
information:

a. Records of the acceleration t.ime history in three
orthogonal directions at the following locations:

(1) Free Field

(2) Containment Base

(3) Containment Operating Floor
~

, , ,

(4) Auxiliary Building Base ' '

'

[ ) (5) One of the floors of the Auxiliary Building

\s / where major Seismic Category I equipment or
'

piping is supported.

b. Triaxial peak accelerations at the following
locations:

(1) One location on reactor equipment (usin peak
'

strain gages)

(2) One location on reactor piping (using peak
strain gages)

(3) One location on Seismic Category I equipment
in the Auxiliary Building

(4) One location on seismic Category I piping in
the Auxiliary Building.

I c. Triaxial response spectrum recorders at the
following locations:

i (1) Reactor equipment support (or piping support)

(2) Auxiliary Building base

3.7-13 Amendment 23
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^ One of the floors of the Auxiliary Building(3) where Seismic Category I equipment is
,

supported 23

(4) One of the Seismic Category I piping supports-

in the Auxiliary Building

(5) Containment Base, with indication in the
control room.

d. Triaxiar seismic switches, with indication in the
control' rnom when OBE acceleration has been

, exceeded .at the following locations:
F

(1) Containment Base

(2) Reactor equipment support _ (or piping support).,

,

Instruments will provide sufficiently accurate data for the
subsegeent. analyses of the Plant components.

3.7.4.2 Location and Description of Instrumentation
'

e

The types.,-location,' basis for selection of location, and''

operational capability of seismic instrumentation that will
be installed for Seismic Category I structures and compo-
nents'will be describ'ed in the FSAR. It is intended to
provide seismic instrumentation which, when used with the
Plant operating instrumentation, will provide sufficient
information to determine the Plant's capability for
continued use following the occurrence of an earthquake.

3.7.4.3 Control Room Operator Notification

When the acceleration at the base of the Containment or at a 12
reactor equipment support (or piping support) exceeds the
comparable OBE acceleration both an audible and visual
annunciation will be made in the control room. In addition,

the triaxial time-history accelerograph located in the
containment foundation or in the free field will beconnected to the control room, for indication of accelera-
tion level to the control room operator. The response H220.8
spectrum recorder in the reactor containment foundation will
also be connected to the control room to indicate if the
design response spectra values for discrete frequencies are
exceeded during an earthquake.

O
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(s} 3.7.4.4 Comparison of Measured and Predicted Responses

Response spectra and peak accelerations obtained by means of
instrumentation will be cc mpared with the design response
spectra and calculated pe6k accelerations for the same
location. If the recordei! responses exceed the OBE
responses used in the design of the Plant, the Plant will be
shut down and a detailed analysis of the earthquake motion
will be undertaken.

3.7.4.5 Inservice Surveillance

Each of the seismic instruments will be periodically H220*9
demonstrated operable in accordance with the Plant Technical
Specification requirements. Seismic instruments will be
designed to ensure that cnannel checks, channel calibration
and channel functional tests can be performed to a frequency
consistent with that of NUREG 0800 SRP Table 3.7.4-2.

3.7.5 SEISMIC DESIGN CONTROL MEASURES

[ \ 3.7.5.1 Seismic Category I Systems and Components other
\ss than NSS System

The seismic input data are provided to the suppliers of
Seismic Category I equipment by means of detailed equipment
specifications. One part of the specifications contains
input data in the form of floor response curves (Subsection
3.7.2.5). The floor response curves are prepared by the
responsible civil / structural engineering group. The
detailed equipment specifications are prepared by the
responsible mechanical, electrical, or instrumentation
engineering group. The specification designates the
particular floor response spectra curve (s) for the floor (s)

; on which the equipment or component is located.
.

The detailed equipment specifications require that the
supplier submit test data and/or seismic analyses for
review, as a condition of acceptance of the equipment for
the intended function. The supplier is permitted to use:

a. Test reports of the particular component

b. Reports of tests with applicable data from a
previously tested comparable component which during

s normal operating conditions has been subjected to

} equal or greater loadings, or

3.7-15 Amendment 24
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c. Suitable analytical results.

The report from the supplier is reviewed by the responsible
engineering group. The group reviews the methods, proce-
dures, and results for compliance with the criteria. The
submittal and review procedures are repeated, if necessary,
when questions are raised as to conformance with the
criteria.

The design control measures will conform to the requirements
of Chapter 17, Quality Assurance, of the PSAR.

3.7.5.2 NSS System

The NSS system supplier is provided with the floor response
spectra. The specifications for the NSS system components
are prepared by the NSS system vendor's engineering group to
assure that seismic input for equipment design is appro-
priate for each component.

The seismic qualifications of NSSS equipment submitted by
the equipment suppliers are reviewed and approved by the
cognizant engineering unit of the NSSS supplier to assure
that the loadings and the applications are appropriate.

The design control measures will conform to the requirements
of Chapter 17, Quality Assurance, of the PSAR.

23

0
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[ j Criterion Nos. 1, 2, 4, 16, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55,
|H220.13V 56, and 57.

b. NRC Regulatory Guides (compliance is discussed in 12
Appendix 3A of this PSAR).

Regulatory Guide 1.10 - Mechanical (Cadweld)
,

Splices in Reinforcing Bars of Category I Concrete '

Structures

Regulatory Guide 1.15 - Testing of Reinforcing Bars
for Category I Concrete Structures

Regulatory Guide 1.18 - Structural Acceptance Test
for Concrete Primary Reactor Containments

Regulatory Guide 1.19 - Non-Destructive Examination
of Primary Containment Liner Welds

Regulatory Guide 1.29 - Seismic Design
Classification

Regulatory Guide 1.46 - Protection against Pipe
Whip Inside Containment

Regulatory Guide 1.54 - Quality Assurance

O Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied to
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants

Regulatory Guide 1.55 - Concrete Placement in
Category I Structures

Regulatory Guide 1.57 - Design Limits and Loading
Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor Containment
System Components.

Regulatory Guide 1.63 - Electric Penetration
Assemblies in Containment Structures for Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants.

Regulatory Guide 1.94 - Quality Assurance
Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and H220.12
Testing of Structural Steel During the Construction
Phase of Nuclear Power Plants.

c. Industry Standards

Nationally recognized industry standards, such as
those published by the American Society for Testing
and Materials (ASTM), are used whenever possible to
describe material properties, testing procedures,

7-~g and fabrication and construction methods. The
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applicable ASTM specifications are listed in
Section 3.8.1.7 of this PSAR.

d. Bechtel Power Corporation Topical Reports

BC-TOP-1 ( 5 ) Containment Building Liner Plate
Design Report, Revision One,
December, 1972 with supplement and
Conditions per letter dated 12
February, 1974.

BC-TOP-3-A(1) Tornado and Extreme Wind Design |
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,
Revision Three, August, 1974.

BC-TOP-4-A(3) Seismic Analysis of Structures and
Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants,
Revision Three, November 1974. | 12

BC-TOP-5A(4) Prestressed Concrete Nuclear Reactor
Containment Structures, Revision
Three, Feb, 1975. Only Section 6.0,
Design, Section 7.0, Analysis and
parts of Section 2.0, Physical
Description, of this Topical Report
apply to the Containment.

BC-TOP-9-A(2) Design of Structures for Missile | 12Impact, Revision Two, September,
1974.

BN-TOP-l(0) Testing Criteria for Integrated Leak
Rate Testing of Primary Containment
Structures for Nuclear Power Plants,

|Revision One, November, 1972.

BN-TOP-2(9) Design for Pipe Break Effects,
|Revision Two, May, 1974.

3.8.1.3.4 Structural Specifications

Structural specifications are prepared to cover the areas
related to design and construction of the Containment.
These specifications are prepared by Bechtel Power
Corporation specifically for this Containment. These
specifications emphasize important points of the industry
standards for this Containment and reduce options such as
would otherwise be permitted by the industry standards.
Unless specifically noted otherwise, these specifications do
not deviate from the applicable industry standards and as
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.

; such need not be included in the PSAR. These specifications

]
cover the following areas:

i a. Furnishing and delivery of concrete

b. Forming, placing, finishing, and curing of concrete

c. Furnishing, detailing, fabricating, delivering, and
placing of reinforcing steel

i d. Furnishing, delivery, and installation of
exothermic splicing

,

I e. Furnishing, delivery, and erection of liner plate
and penetration assemblies

4

i
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b. ACI 306-66 - Recommended Practice for Cold-Weather\ Concreting is used except as follows:

During cold weather concreting members shall be
enclosed in an ambient temperature within 100F of
the tempreature of the concrete as placed.

c. ACI 347-68 - Recommended Practice for Cencrete Form I

work is used augmented as follows:

Tolerance of surfaces from the theoretical radius:

1) Outside surfaces of containment wall & dome
i 1 inch.

2) Inside and outside surfaces of the drywell 12
wall: 1 1/2 inch.

Tolerances from plumb:

1) Outside surface of the containment wall:
1/2 inch in 10 feet.

2) Inside and outside surfaces of the drywell
wall: 1/2 inch in 10 feet.

'} d. ACI 305-72 - Recommended Practice for Hot-Weather
V Concreting is used except as follows:

All members 2-1/2 feet thick or larger shall have a
placing temperature less than 700F. All other
concrete shall have a maximum placing temperature
of 850F.

e. ASTM C 94-74a - Ready-Mixed Concrete is used with-
| 12out exception.

3.8.1.7.5.2 Steel construction.

a. AWS Dl.1-75 - Structural Welding Code is used
except:

1) As an alternative to AWS Dl.1 paragraph 4.9.2
for the issuance of low hydrogen low alloy 24
electrodes, in lieu of the time limits of
4.9.2, the electrodes may be issued in port-
able warmers and as long as the warmers are
energized at the work location, the electrodes
in warmers may be out of the storage ovens

O
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indefinitely, but shall be returned to the
storage oven at the end of each Shift.

2) Welding procedure specifications and personnel 24
(welders, welding operators, and tackers) may
be qualified to ASME Section IX in lieu of AWS
Dl.1 Section 5.

b. AISC - Specification fcr the Design, Fabrication
and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,
Sections 1.23 and 1.25, February 1969, including
Supplement Nos. 1 and 2 is used without exception.
Exceptions are taken to the limitations on depth of
metal deck and stud spacing recommended in Supple-
ment No. 3.

c. AISC - Specification for Structural Joints Using
ASTM A 325-74 or A 490-75 Bolts is used without | 12
exception, load indicating washers may be used.

3.8.1.7.5.3 Linear plate erection. Vertical and dome liner
plates are used as forms and erection will precede the con-
crete placement and be in accordance with ASME Code Sub- 12
article CC-4500.

O

,

9
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) 3.8.3.2 Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications,

The following regulations, codes, standards, and
specifications are used in the design of the containment
internal structures:

3.8.3.2.1 Regulations

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10-Atomic Energya.

Part 50, " Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities."

b. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 29-Labor, Part
1910, " Occupational Safety and Health Standards."

3.8.3.2.2 Codes and Standard Specifications

Acceptance of the following codes and standards for design
or for design bases does not constitute full compliance with
them. Exceptions to these codes and standards are given in
Subsection 3.8.1.7.5.

a. Uniform Building Code (UBC), 1973 edition'
12(applicable) and 1975 Supplements (applicable

portions)

b. American Concrete Institute, " Code Requirements for
Nuclear Safety Related Concrete Structures" (ACI H220.19
349-76)

c. American Institute for Steel Construction,
" Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and
Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,"
adopted February 12, 1969 and Supplement Nos. 1, 2
and 3

d. American Welding Society, " Structural Welding Code"
(AWS Dl.1-74).

e. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code " Nuclear Power Plant
Components", Section III, Division 2 (1975 Edition) 12Subsection CC-3000,

f. American National Standards Institute,
" Supplementary Quality Assurance Requirements for
Installation, Inspection and Testing of Structural

3.8-27 Amendment 24
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Concrete and Structural Steel During the
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants (ANSI
N45.2.5).

3.8.3.2.3 General Design Criteria, Regulatory Guides,
Industry Standards, and Topical Reports

a. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A - General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants. (Conformance is discussed in
Section 3.1)

Criterion Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 16. |H220.13

b. NRC Regulatory Guides (conformance is discussed in 12
Appendix 3A of this PSAR) .

o Regulatory Guide 1.10 - Mechanical (Cadweld)
Splices in Reinforcing Bars of Category I
Concrete Containments

o Regulatory Guide 1.15 - Testing Reinforcing
Bars for Category I Concrete Structures

o Regulatory Guide 1.29 - Seismic Design
Classification

o Regulatory Guide 1.46 - Protection against
Pipe Whip Inside Containment

o Regulatory Guide 1.55 - Concrete Placement in
Seismic Category I Structures

o Regulatory Guide 1.57 - Design Limits and
Loading Combinations for Metal Primary Reactor
Containment System Components

o Regulatory Guide 1.94 - Quality Assurance

|
Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and H220*12
Testing of Structural Steel During the1

Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants

c. Industry Standards

o Nationally recognized industry standards, such
as those published by the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM), are used
whenever possible to describe material
properties, testing procedures, fabrication
methods, and construction methods. The ASTM
specifications listed in Subsection 3.8.1.7 of

9
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O)( this PSAR are applicable to the internal
structures.

d. Bechtel Power Corporation Topical Reports

OBC-TOP-4-A Seismic Analysis of Structures and | 12
Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants,
Revision Three, November, 1974 | 12

OBC-TOP-9-A Design of Structures for Missile
12Impact, Revision Two, November, 1974

oBN-TOP-2(9) Design for Pipe Break Effects,
Revision Two, May 1974. |2

3.8.3.2.4 Structural Specifications

Structural specifications are prepared to cover the areas
related to design and construction of the Plant structures.
These specifications are prepared by Bechtel Power
Corporation specifically for these structures. The
specifications emphasize important points of the industry
standards for these structures and reduce options such as
would otherwise be permitted by the industry stan'dards.

(''j) Unless specifically noted otherwise, these specifications do
( not deviate from the applicable industry standards and as

such are not included in the PSAR. The specifications cover
the following areas:

a. Furnishing and delivery of concrete

b. Purchasing, forming, placing, and curing of
concrete

c. Furnishing, detailing, fabricating, delivery, and
placing of reinforcing steel

d. Furnishing, delivery, and installation of
exothermic splicing

e. Furnishing, delivery, and erection of structural
steel

f. Furnishing, delivery, and erection of stainless
steel liner plate for water-filled cavities
(refueling canal, etc.).

O
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3.8.3.3 Loads and Loading Combinations

With the exception of the drywell, the internal structures |
are designed for the loads and loading combinations given in
Subsection 3.8.6, Structural Design Criteria for Category I
Structures Other than Containment and Drywell. The loading
combinations involving extreme wind, tornado, or flood
forces are not applicable to the Containment internal
structures. The concrete portions of the drywell and the
drywell vent structure are designed for the loading
combinations shown in Table 3.8-1 in accordance with the
ASME Code Section III, Div. 2, Article CC-3000. For load 1 0*26
definitions and nomenclature see Subsection 3.8.1.4. The
steel portions of the drywell structure (Class MC
components) are designed for the same combinations except
that the load factor for all loads is 1.0 in accordance with
the applicable requirements of the ASME Code Section III. 130.14
Div. 1 Article NE-3000 and the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 1.57. The steel liner portions of the drywell vent
structure shall be designed for the loading combinations in
Table 3.8-1. Allowable stresses under service load
conditions are as per AISC Specification, Part 1. The
allowable load limits under factored load conditions are 90%
of those in AISC Specification, Part 2. The drywell design
accident pressure loads are 30 psig for a large pipe break
and 5 psig for a small pipe break. For details of pressure
and temperature transients, see Section 6.2.

3.8.3.4 Design and Analysis Procedures

The basic techniques of analyzing the internal structures
can be broadly classified into two groups:

Conventional methods involving simplifying
| a.

|
assumptions such as those found in beam theory, and

b. Those based on plate and shell theories of
different degrees of approximation.

| The strength methods given in the ACI 349-76 code are used | H220.19
for design. The internal structures are provided with
connections capable of transmitting axial and lateral loads
to the Containment base slab. Table 3.8-2 lists the
computer programs used for analysis.

The following computer programs may be used to evaluate the
effect of radiation-generated heat on the shield structure
of the internals:

1 O
'
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O a. Grace II(6) (NE-3 4 8) - This program solves
multigroup, multiregion, gamma ray attenuation%-

problems for gamma ray heating and also dose rates
in infinite or semi-infinite slab shields with
movable source regions.

b. Heating II(7) (ME-611) - This program solves
transient and/or steady state heat transfer
problems in three dimentions. (Cartesian,
cylindrical, or spherical coordinates system).

In the final stages of design of the internal structures,
the proportioning of reinforcing steel in concrete
structures is based upon the specified codes of practice.
The reinforcing steel is distributed according to common
detailing methods. Likewise, the selection of structural
steel sections and the methods of fabrication and connection
are in accordance with engineering codes and accepted
industry practices.

3.8.3.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

Internal structures are designed for structural acceptance
criteria as outlined in Subsection 3.8.3.2.

3.8.3.6 Materials, Quality Control, and Special
Construction Techniques

The internal structures are constructed of concrete and
steel using proven methods common to heavy industrial
construction. There will be no safety related masonry H220.17
walls. Material properties and characteristics assumed in
design are given in Table 3.8-3.

3.8.3.6.1 Concrete

Concrete is the same as that described in Subsection 12
3.8.1.7.1.a. High density concrete aggregates where used,
conform to ASTM C 638-73, " Descriptive Nomenclature of
Constituents of Aggregates for Radiation Shielding," and to
ASTM C 637-73, " Specifications for Aggregates for Radiation
Shielding Concrete."

O
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3.8.3.6.2 Reinforcing Steel

Reinforcing steel is the same as that described in
Subsection 3.8.1.7.2.

3.8.3.6.3 Structural Steel

Structural steel is the same as that described in Subsection
3.8.1.7.3.

3.8.3.6.4 Construction Procedures

The construction procedures are the same as those described
in Subsection 3.8.1.7.5.

3.8.3.6.5 Quality Control

The quality control requirements are met as described in
Subsection 3.8.1.7.5.6 and Chapter 17 of this PSAR.

3.8.3.7 Testing and Inservice Surveillance Requirements

With the exception of the drywell, a formal program of |
testing and inservice surveillance is not planned for the
internal structures. The internal structures are not
directly related to the functioning of the containment
concept; hence, no testing or surveillance is required.
Both drywells will be leak-rate and structurally tested. 130.15
Alternate means of satisfying the high pressure test 130.32,28

.

objectives will be considered as more experience with this

| test program becomes available in the industry. Periodic
leak-rate tests will be conducted at a lower pressure.I

A discussion of the preliminary drywell structural integrity

| test is presented in the following section. See Section 130.26
6.2.1.4 for a description of leak-rate testing.

3.8.3.7.1 General Test Procedure

As late as practical in the construction sequence but before 130.32
initial fuel load, each drywell will be subjected to a

1
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When computing the required section strength, S, for
combinations (3.8-22) through (3.8-25) , the plastic section H220.19modulus may be used if it meets the AISC criteria for
compact sections.

The effects of tornado-generated differential pressures and
missiles shall be combined in accordance with BC-TOP-3-A

| 12(Ref 1).

3.8.6.3.3 Steel Temperatures

For structural steel elements, the maximum temperatures are
limited to 7000F and the allowable values are reduced by 5
percent for each 1000F increase in temperature using 100 F0
as the base for the allowables.

3.8.6.a Procedures for Determination of the Effects of
Missile Impact on Concrete and Steel Structures

Missile barriers, whether of concrete or steel, are designed
with sufficient strength to stop the postulated missiles in 12

(''N accordance with BC-TOP-9-A Section 3.5. To accomplish this( ) objective a prediction of local and overall damage due to
the missile impact is necessary.

Local damage prediction in the immediate vicinity of the,

impacted area includes estimation of the depth of penetra-
tion and determination of secondary missiles that might be
generated by spalling in the case of concrete targets.
Overall damage prediction includes estimation of structural
response of the target to the missile impact, including
structural stability and deformations.

In general, missiles are characterized by impact velocity,
missile mass, and impact area. Procedures used in determin-
ing these parameters are discussed in Section 3.5, Missile
Protection.

3.8.6.4.1 Local Damage Prediction

BC-TOP-9-A is used to estimate missile penetration, perfora-
tion, and spalling.

O
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3.8.6.4.2 Overall Damage Prediction

The response of structures to a missile impact depends
largely on the location of impact, eg, midspan of a slab or
near the support, on the dynamic properties of the target
and missile, and on the kinetic energy of the missile.
Energy losses due to missile deformation, local penetration,

impact are accounted for. The techniques given
and type of
in DC-TOP-9-A are used to determine an analytical approach' |12
ductility factors, strength increase due to high strain
rates, and methods for determining yield displacement. For

local effects, yield line theory may be used to determine
the capacity of concrete members, and the method of collapse
mechanisms may be used to determine the capacity of
structural steel members.

3.8.6.5 Procedures for Design of Structural Pipe Restraints

Protection of Seismic Category I structures, systems and 12

components from the dynamic ef f ects of postulated high-
energy pipe ruptures is discussed in BC-TOP-9-A PSAR,
Section 3.6, and DN-TOP-2.

O

O
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PROGPAMS FOR USE ON SEISMIC CATECOPY I STPDCTUPES OTHER THAN ComfrAINMEffrCOMRJTER

SAR
IDErfr CODE NAME DOCUMEWTATION PEMARES

TPACEABILITY
15) . NO.

1 None Classical Methods a. Poark, Formulas for Stress and The classical methods are for use
Strain, McGraw-Hill in analysem of beams, plated, f rame

and shelle.

b. M. Hentenyi, " Bears on Elastic They are given in the standard text
Foundation, The Univ. of Michigan book and ref erence handtsooks as use

universities and engineering practice.Press, 1946.
c. ACI-Standard 318-71
d. ATSC-Steel Construction Manual,

1970.

2 CE309 Structural Engineering Pacific International Computer A method *ormulated f or digital coaguter
solution and based on a computer program

System Solver Corporation (PICC) widely known as SMISS.

A problem solving method formulated
3 CE548 Symbolic Matric PICC digital computer solution and based

Interpretive System on program widely known as SMISS.

A method formulated for digital
4 CE779 Structural Analysis PICC computer solution and based on a

Program program commonly called SAP as
developed at the University of
California, Berkeley.

A method formulated for digital
5 CE901 St ructural Design PICC computer solution and based on a

Language program commonly called ICES-
STRUDL

A heat transf er analysis method
6 ME620 Heat Conduction PICC formulated for digital computer

solution using finite elements.

7 None MRI/STARDYNS Control Data Corporation A multipurpose method formulated
for digital computer solution.

8 None Marc CDC Control Data Corporation Formulated for digital computer
solution.

Control Data Corporation Formu!ated for digital computer
9 None Ea se solution.

A linear elastic analysis of plates
10 CE668 Plate Beinding 3 Deg. PICC on elastic subgrede formulated for 3

digital computer solution using y

finite elemente. g
-J
m
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['T 3.10 SEISMIC DESIGN OF CATEGORY I INSTRUMENTATION AND
(_ ,/ CLASS IE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

(See 251 NSSS GESSAR for complete discussion of NSSS
equipment seismic design.)

(For electrical motors driving mechanical equipment, see 6
Section 3.9.)

Seismic Category I instrumentation and Class IE electrical
equipment will be designed to operate during and after an
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) and a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE). This will be demonstrated by either one
or a combination of both of the following two methods:

a. Prediction of the instrument or electrical equip-
ment performance by mathematical analysis

b. Test under simulated seismic conditions.

An exact description of the methodology is provided in IEEE
344-1975. "IEEE Recommended Practices for Seismic Qualifi- H271.1
cation for Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generation
Stations."

[ 'T Testing will be the principal qualification method.
\ms/ Analysis without testing will be acceptable only in those

cases where structural integrity alone can assure the
110*21intended function; where electrical equipment must function,

testing will be performed. When testing alone is
impracticable, a combination of test and analyris will be
used.

3.10.1 SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA

3.10.1.1 Seismic Category I Equipment Identification

i

Refer to Section 3.2.1 for a listing of all Seismic Category
I Instrumentation and Class IE Electrical Equipment
requiring seismic qualification.

3.10.1.2 General Seismic Design Criteria

All the Plant Seismic Category I Instrumentation and
Electrical Equipment will be designed to resist and with-
stand the effects of the postulated earthquakes. For theCN'

| G
'
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Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) defined in Section 3.7.1,
Seismic Category I Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment
will be designed to withstand the effects of the earthquake
without functional impairment.

From the basic input ground motion data, a series of
response curves at various building elevations will be
developed after the building layout is completed. This
information will be included in the purchase specifications
for Seismic Category I equipment and systems. Suppliers of
equipment such as batteries and racks, instrument racks,
control consoles, etc., will be required to submit test
data, operating experience and/or calculations to substan-
tiate that their components, systems, etc., will not suffer
loss of function during or after seismic loadings due to the
SSE. The magnitude and frequency of the SSE loadings which
each component will experience will be determined by its
location within the Plant.

Where applicable, i.e. for construction of racks and panels,
the structural requirements will be in accordance with AISC,
" Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings", or with AISI
" Specifications for Design of Light Gage Cold Formed
Structural Members".

3.10.1.2.1 Reactor Protection, Engineered Safety Features,
and Standby Power Circuits

See 251 NSSS GESSAR.

3.10.1.2.2 Cable Tray and Bus Duct Supports Criteria

The following criteria will be used in the design of Class
IE Trays and Bus Duct Supports:

a. Regardless of cable tray or bus duct function, all
supports are designed to meet tne requirements of
Seismic Category I structures by dynamic analysis
using the appropriate seismic response spectra

b. The most probable maximum values are obtained by
taking the square root of the sum of the squares of
the stresses and reactions of all significant modes

c. Cable tray loading will be in accordance with NEMA
Standard VE-1, 1971 i.e. 50 lbs/ linear ft, with a

O
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pl
\'-

maximum of 200 lbs concentrated load and a Safety,

Factor of 1.5.

3.10.1.3 Compliance with Seismic Qualification Requirements

See 251 NSSS GESSAR.

3.10.1.3.1 Equipment Supplied other than by GE

:

Qualification and documentation procedures used for seismic
Category I electrical and instrumentation equipment, 220.1
supplied by other than GE, will meet the provisions of IEEE
Standard 344-1975 including the provisions of NRC Regulatory H271.1
Guide 1.100.

3.10.2 SEISMIC ANALYSES, TESTING PROCEDURES, AND RESTRAINT
MEASURES

The following sections outline the seismic analyses, testing

O procedures, and restraint measures for the Seismic Category
I instrumentation and electrical equipment.

3.10.2.1 Seismic Category I Equipment

The following procedures will be applicable to the analysis
of seismic design adequacy of Seismic Category I instrumen-
tation and electrical equipment, including supports such as 110.8
cable tray supports, battery racks, instrument and control
consoles.

Seismic specification will be provided to the vendor with
appropriate response-spectrum curves at the related floor
elevations and instructions on their use in qualifying the
specified equipment and components.

| The general approach employed in the dynamic analysis of
! Seismic Category I equipment and component design will be

based on the response-spectrum technique, where applicable.
The time-history analysis of Seismic Category I structures
generates in-structure response-spectrum curves and time
histories at various support elevations for use in the
analysis of systems and equipment.

C'\
V
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At each level of the structure where vital items are
located, horizontal spectra for each of the two major axes
of the structure and a vertical response spectrum will be
developed.

Simplified analytical models will be used for analysis of
systems and equipment; however, where one or two degrees-of-
freedom models do not provide a suitable representation of
the systems or equipment under consideration, multi-mass
models will be used in accordance with the lumped parameter
modeling techniques and normal model theory described in
" Nuclear Reactors and Earthquakes", AEC publication, TID-
7024.

110.8
The above procedures will be applicable to the analysis of
seismic design adequacy of equipment, including supports
such as cable tray supports, batteries and racks, instru-
ments, control consoles, and switchgear.

Suppliers of such equipment will be required to submit test
data and/or calculations to substantiate that their compo-
nents and systems will not suffer loss of function before,
during, or after seismic loadings due to the SSE.

All safety-related cable tray and instrument tubing supports |
will be designed by the response-spectrum method. Analysis
and seismic restraint measures for tray and tubing supports
will be based on combined limiting values for static load,
span length, and computed seismic response.

The following bases will be used in the seismic analysis of
Class IE cable tray and instrument tubing supports:

a. All safety-related cable tray and instrument tubing
supports will be designed to meet the requirement
by dynamic analysis (first mode), using the
appropriate seismic response spectra

b. Conservative loading will be assumed

c. The support system will be designed to exclude all
natural frequencies in a band covering the peak or
peaks of the response-spectrum curve

d. Maximum stress will be limited to 90 percent of
minimum yield to compensate for effects of higher
modes and minor inaccuracies in method of analysis

The design of instrument racks and tubing supports provides
that code-allowable stresses will not be exceeded during the
SSE.

O
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(O) will be chosen with a steep rising pressure-flow
characteristic to maintain a reasonably constant
air flow over the full filter train life. Fan and
motor materials will be suitable for operation
under conditions of maximum radiation and humidity
exposures resulting from the design basis acci-
dents in conformance with Regulatory Position
C.3.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.52.

h. Ductwork

Ductwork and dampers of the SGTS will be designed
to Seismic Category I requirements and in accord-
ance with the recommendation of Section 2.8 of
ORNL-NSIC-65, consistent with Regulatory Position
C.3.m of Regulatory Guide 1.52.

6.5.2.3 System Operation

The SGTS will start to operate in response to any of the
following signals:

a. SGTS automatic start

Radiation level exceeding the preset value of.

the monitors in the exhaust duct of the Fuel 23Building fuel pool area due to a fuel hand-
ling accident

High radiation level in the Containment High 23.

Purge System exhaust duct

Low reactor water level or excessive drywell.

pressure (LOCA)

b. SGTS manual start

Local radiation level exceeding the preset.

value of the area monitors in the Auxiliary
Building and Fuel Building

Radiation level exceeding the preset value of.

the monitors in the exhaust duct of the
Auxiliary Building

Manual initiation from the control room..

Following any of the SGTS actuation signals, the fail 23
closed building pressure control valves leading to the SGTS

''} from the area or areas where the signals originated will

v
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open and modulate to maintain the building at a design 23
pressure of (-)0.25 in. wg as discussed in Sections 9.4.2,
Auxiliary Building HVAC System and 9.4.6, Fuel Building
HVAC System. The intake and discharge valves of one of the
two SGTS f ilter trains will both open, and the SGTS filter
train exhaust fan will be automatically placed into opera-
tion. The building isolation valves in the Auxiliary
Building or the Fuel Building HVAC outside air intake duct 23

and the building exhaust duct, from the area or areas where
the SGTS draws air flow, will automatically close with the
SGTS actuation signal. Closure of the building isolation

23valves will automatically stop their central a/c units and
central exhaust f ans. The potentially contaminated air
will be filtered in the operating filter train before being
released to outdoors (within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100).

The design negative pressure in the inlet duct header of
the SGTS filter train will be controlled by operation of
the pressure controller which will modulate the recircula-
ting damper of the operating exhaust fan to maintain the
design negative pressure.

The standby filter train will start automatically in
response to a low air flow signal f rom the operating filter
train. The filter train automatic intake and discharge
isolation valves will operate in conjunction with their
fan.

Each filter train will be sized to handle the design
airflow at 100 percent relative humidity. The entering air

0 0temperature will be 50 F minimum and 148 F maximum. The
electric heater will reduce the relative humidity of the
entering air to 70 percent, with maximum temperature rise

0and 164 F maximum air tempera-0across the heater of 16 F,
ture entering the filter section.

The carbon adsorber beds will be all welded, gasketless
design, to assure the integrity of the carbon adsorbed bed
frame-to-support joint, thus eliminating the possibility of
charcoal bypass flow.

! Two temperature sensors will be provided for each SGTS
carbon adsorber bed to sense bed temperature. In the
unlikely event that a sufficiently large quantity of | 23
radioactive iodine is trapped in the shutdown filter train
to cause carbon adsorber bed temperature to reach the first
preset value, a high temperature alarm will be actuated in 23
the control room. The decay heat removal air supply and
exhaust valves of the shutdown filter train will be 24automtically opened to cool of f the carbon adsorber bed to
prevent the carbon from reaching the desorption or ignition

250 F and 6400F,0temperatures of

6.5-6 Amendment 24
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TABLE 11.1-1 . ,

EXPECTED ANNUA ACTIVITY RELEASED FROM GASEOUS EFFLUEfrf TREATMEtr*
SYSTEMI I (CU p ! ES /Y EA R / UNIT) USED FOR EVALUATION Or 23

COMPLIANCE WITH APPENDIX I OF 10CFR50

COOLANT CONC. CONTAINMENT TURSINE AUIILIARY RADWASTE GLAND AIR MECH VAC

NUCLIDE (MICROCURIES/G) BLDG. BLDG. BLDG. BLDG. SEAL EJECTOR PUMP TOTAL

Ar-41 0.000 3.9E*00 * 1.1E+01 * * 2.1E401 * 3.6t*01

Er-83M 9.1E-03 * * * * * * * *

Br-OSM 1.6E-03 * 2.5E+01 3.7E*00 * * 2.0E*00 * 3.1E*01

Er-85 5.0E-06 * * * * * 2.6E*02 * 2.6E*02

Er-87 5.5E-03 * 6.1E*01 2.0E*00 * * * * 6.3E*01

Br-08 5.5E-03 * 9.1E*01 3.7E*00 * * * * 9.5E*01

i Br-09 3.4E-02 * 5.0E+02 2.0E*00 2.9E*01 * * * 6.lE+02

Ne-131M 3.9E-06 * * * * * 4.0E*00 * 4.0E*00 24* ui
%s

Ie-133M 7.5E-05 * * * * * * * * C
Z

Ie-133 2.lE-03 7.0E*00 1.5E*02 1.0E*02 2.2E*02 * 2.5E*01 1.3E*03 1.0E*03 93
i

93
Ne-135M 7.0E-03 3.9E*00 4.0E*02 5.6E*01 5.3E*02 * * * 9.9E*02 (J)

yEe-135 6.0E-03 8.6E*00 3.3E*02 1.2E*02 2.8E*02 * * 5.0E*02 1.2E*03 ,

Ie-137 3.9E-02 1.2E*01 1.0E*03 1.6E*02 0.3E*01 * * * 1.3E*03

Ne-138 2.3E-02 * 1.0E*03 7.5E*00 2.0E*00 * * * 1.0E*03

7.4E*03TOTAL NOBLE GASES

3-131 3.719E-03 5.7E-04 6.3E-03 5.9E-02 2.2E-03 .0 .0 4.6E-03 7.3E-02

1-131 5.085E-02 7.OE-03 8.6E-02 8.lE-01 3.1E-02 .0 .0 5.0E-02 9.8E-01 24

H-3 released from Turbine Blog. Ventilation System 5.0E*01
O H-3 released from Containeent Bldg. Ventilation System 5.0E*01
D Total R-3 released via qasenus pathway 1.0E*02

C-14 released via Main Condenser Off-Gas System 9.5 C1/YR

O * Less than I Cl/yr 4.
III Estimated Releases Based on NUREG-0016, Rev. 1, GALE Code Evaluation sg

w
%

hJ OD
4, M

.
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TABLE 11.3-2 Sheet 1 of 2 23

EXPECTED ANNUAL PARTICULATE ACTIVITY RELEASED FROM GASEOUS EFFLUENT
TREATMENT SYSTEM (I) (CURIES PER YEAR / UNIT)

USED FOR EVAI.UATION OF COMPLI ANCE WITil APPENDIX I OF 10CFR 50

Containment Titrbine Auxiliary Radwaste Mech Vac.

Nuclide Bldg. Bldg. Bldg. Bldg. Pump Total

Cr-51 5.2E-07 9.0E-06 1.0E-03 7.0E-06 1.0E-08 1.0E-03

Mn-54 1.0E-06 6.0E-06 1.3E-03 4.0E-05 .0 1.3E-03 (
5

Co-58 2.6E-07 1.0E-05 2.7E-04 2.0E-06 .0 2.8E-04 m

E
Fe-59 2.3E-07 1.OE-06 3.7E-04 3.OE-06 .0 3.7E-04 y

:o

Co-60 2.6E-06 1.0E-05 4.7E-03 7.0E-05 5.6E-09 4.8E-03

Zn-65 2.6E-06 6.0E-05 4.7E-03 3.0E-06 3.4E-09 4.8E-03

Sr-89 7.8E-08 6.0E-05 4.2E-05 .0 .0 1.0E-04

Sr-90 7.8E-09 2.0E-07 9.2E-06 .0 .0 9.4E-06

$ Nb-95 2.6E-06 6.0E-08 9.7E-03 4.0E-08 .0 9.7E-03

6'

@ Zr-95 7.8E-07 4.0E-07 9.2E-04 8.0E-06 .0 9.3E-04
a

<>

S Mo-99 1.6E-05 2.0E-05 6.4E-02 3.0E-08 .0 6.4E-02 D

A Ru-103 5.2E-07 5.0E-07 4.lE-03 1.0E-08 .0 4.1E-03 |24
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O) Provisions will be made for a representative of the Energy|'s Facility Site Evaluation Council to proceed to the Emergency
Operations Facility to assess the situation.

5.4.4.2 State of Oregon

23
The Oregon State Emergency Response Program provides the
detailed emergency response for the Oregon State agencies.
The Oregon State Health Division is responsible for
evaluating off-Site radiological hazards. The S/HNP
facilities are located approximately 35 miles from the
Oregon border. Two Oregon Counties, Morrow and Umatilla,
are within the ingestion exposure EPZ. For a General
Emergency, Oregon State will be notified and precautionary
measures such as food and milk analysis may be implemented
if wind conditions dictate. An Oregon State representative 24
may elect to proceed to the Emergency Operations Facility in
the event of a General Emergency to assess the level of
response which should be implemented by the State of Oregon.
Dedicated communications with the Oregon State Emergency 24
Operations Facility in Salem will be available.

5.4.5 FEDERAL ORGANIZATIONS

5.4.5.1 United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Personnel from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) may
elect to respond to any emergency. The NRC Resident
Inspector assigned to the S/HNP is available to proceed
rapidly to the Plant Site. He will be notified of any
emergency condition on-Site. Facilities are available for
NRC personnel in the on-Site TSC and the Emergency
Operations Facility. Dedicated communications are available
between these facilities and the NRC.

5.4.5.2 Department of Energy - Richland Operations

Activation of the DOE FRMAP will be requested by the
Emergency Director or Recovery Manager. A representative 24
from the DOE will proceed to the Emergency Operations
Facility to coordinate the effort. For a Site Area

! Emergency or General Emergency, response actions will be
taken upon request of the Emergency Director. These will'

include dispatching field survey teams.

O'

g j The DOE - Richland Operations has a large available resource
'/ of equipment and manpower. Personnel from Pacific Northwest

|
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Laboratories, Rockwell Hanforil Operations, Westinghouse j
Hanford, United Nuclear Corporation and other Hanford '

Reservation contractors can provide assistance in the event
23of an emergency. Technical personnel and laboratory

facilities from these organizations can be made available
rapidly.

Assistance, which can be requested from the DOE, includes:

a. Emergency Decontamination Center for handlin9 24
contaminated patients,

b. Rockwell Hanford Operations' ambulances as backup
to Supply System's ambulances.

c. Rockwell Hanford Operations' fire department to
respond to fires on the Hanford Reservation.

d. Rockwell Hanford Operations to provide additional
respirators, protective clothing and equipment for
personnel decontamination.

e. Rockwell Hanford Patrol to control access to the
Hanford Reservation.

f. Pacific Northwest Laboratories to assist with field
monitoring, dose assessment, meteorological data
and laboratory analysis.

5.4.5.3 Federal Emergency Management Agency

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is assigned
lead responsibility for non-technical Federal off-Site
nuclear emergency planning and response. The Federal
government will provide technical and/or logistical resource
support at the request of the Washington State Department of
Emergency Services.

Functions to be performed by FEMA include:

1. To jointly participate with the licensee, NRC, and 2 ,,
State and local governments in affecting the
coordination of emergency public information.

2. To assist with the logistical support to deal with the
technical aspects of the technical response of the NRC
and DOE.

O
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3. To provide a unified set of Federal recommendations to
24the State and local government officials.

Federal emergency response will consist of technical and
non-technical components. The NRC/ DOE and FEMA jointly will
coordinate Federal emergency response actions. The NRC/ DOE 23and FEMA will coordinate the technical and non-technical
aspects of Federal response, respectively.

Provisions will be made for a representative at the
Emergency Operations Facility to work with the State and |
County representatives.

.

O
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feasibility investigation on the joint use of their near-
Site EOF. This feasibility study will be submitted to the
NRC for review prior to proceeding with construction of the
S/HNP portion of the joint EOF, if joint use of the Supply
System near-site EOF is proposed. In the event that this
study indicates joint use of the Supply System near-Site EOF
is not feasible, a facility, meeting the requirements of
NUREG-06 96 (2/81), either will be constructed near the S/HNP
Site, similar to the Supply System near-Site EOF, or will be
located in Richland, Washington, approximately 12 to 15
miles from the S/HNP Site. Design information will be
submitted to the NRC for review prior to proceeding with
construction of the facility.

Should a backup EOF not be required at the time of EOF
construction, Puget reserves the option of deleting the
commitment to provide a backup EOF.

Based on discussions with the Supply System, the tentative
use of the Supply System near-Site EOF is described below.

6.4.1 FUNCTION

( 'j The EOF is a near-Site support facility for the management
of the overall Puget emergency response (including
coordination with Federal, State and local officials), 23
coordination of radiological and environmental assessments,
and determination of recommended public protective actions.
The EOF will have appropriate technical data displays and
Plant records to assist in the diagnosis of Plant conditions
to evaluate the potential or actual release of radioactive
materials to the environment. A senior Puget official in
the EOF will organize and manage Puget off-Site resources to
support the TSC and the control room operators.

Based on conceptual planning, joint Puget and Supply System
utilization of the near-Site EOF will: (a) improve
emergency communications between Puget, Supply System and
emergency response organizations; (b) facilitate coordina-
tion of of f-Site radPa < gical monitoring; (c) improve joint
dose assessment, and (d consolidate of f-Site response
organizations ani -c aet and Supply System decision centers.
This conceptual p].we .s has indicated that an S/HNP
emergency should act it.Lyrfere with the Supply System
emergency activities due to an accident at WNP 1, 2 or 4.

Utilization of the near-Site EOF in the highly unlikely
e ve nt of coincident WNP 1, 2 or 4 and S/HNP emergencies will

(''N be addressed in the feasibility study and described in the

( ) re po rt to be provided to the NRC for feview. Prelirainary

i
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information on joint use of the near-Site EOF during the
highly unlikely event of coincident WNP 1, 2 or 4 and S/HNP
emergencies is provided below.

6.4.2 JOINT SUPPLY SYSTEM AND PUGET UTILIZATION OF EOF

A preliminary floor plan of the near-Site EOF, indicating
the joint utilization of the facility, is shown in Figures
14 and 15. An elevation view of the Plant Support Facility,
showing the location of the EOF, is provided in Figure 16.

23A preliminary description of the joint use of the near-Site
EOF facilities is provided below:

a. Supply System and Puget Utilization of Near-Site
EOF

The Supply System and Puget will have separate
Decision Centers to coordinate the individual
activities of each company. The Decision Centers
will maintain up-to-date information on scheduling
of personnel, status of Plant conditions and
radiological conditions.

b. Off-Site Agency Coordination Center 24

The Supply System and Puget will utilize a joint
Off-Site Agency Coordination Center which will be
used by representatives of the various agencies to
coordinate activities, resolve problems, maintain
duty rosters and provide periodic status reports to
their respective agencies. This center receives
information from the Meteorology and Unified Dose 24
AFsessment and Communications Centers and initiates
off-Site protective actions.

Periodic briefings will be provided by the Supply
System and Puget in the off-Site Agency Decision
Center to keep agency personnel up-to-date on Plant
conditions and emergency measures underway,

i

| c. Meteorology and Unified Dose Assessment Cent r 24

The Supply System and Puget will utilize a joint
124

Meteorology and Unified Dose Assessment Center. |

The Meteorology and Unified Dose Assessment Center
will be utilized to coordinate Supply System, Puget
and other radiological field monitoring teams to
perform joint projected dose rate assessments,
based on the Supply System and Puget facilities

!

l
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15.2.8 FEEDWATER SYSTEM PIPING BREAK
23

15.2.8.1 Identification Of Causes

15.2.8.1.1 Starting Ccnditions And Assumptions

Prior to this event the reactor is operating at normal
Plant operating full power.

15.2.8.1.2 Accident Description

Accidents that result in the release of radioactive mate-
rials outside the Containment are the results of postulated
braachas in the reactor coolant pressure boundary. A break
spectrum analysis for the complete range of reactor condi-
tions indicates that the Design Basis Accident f or breaks
outside the Containment is a complete severence of one of
the main steam lines as described in Section 15.6.4. The
feedwater system piping break is less severe than the main
steam line break.

L Approximate
Sequence of Events Elapsed Time

a. Feedwater pipe circumf erentially 0.0
breaks between the last high
pressure heater and the outboard
feedwater check valve.

b. Feedwater flow into vessel reaches 4.0 secs
zero and feedwater check valves in
the broken line isolate the reactor
from the break.

c. Low reactor vessel water level 8 secs
scrams the reactor and the main
turbine trips from load mismatch.

d. The f eedwater pipe break has
reduced the reactor feed pump
suction pressure or the condensate pump 24
discharge pressure suf ficiently
to start standby condensate pumps.
The increased dif f erential
pressure across the condensate
demineralizers automatically
opens the bypass around the
demineralizers.

15.2-5 Amendment 24
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e. Low water level in reactor closes 30 secs

the main steam line isolation valves.

f. Steam for the turbine-driven feed
pumps has been exhausted either from
the main turbine cross-around piping
or the steamlines between the main
steam line isolation valves and the
main turbine stop valves. Reu p'r

f eedpumps will continue to win.~. nill
with flow from the condensate pumps.

g. Inventory of water in the main 7 mins
condenser hotwell is completely
pumped out of the break by the
condensate pumps.

h. The feedwater lines between the 15 mins

last feedwater heater and the break
complete draining out of the break.

i. Event ends.

15.2.8.1.3 Identification Of Operator Actions

23
The operator maintains adequate reactor coolant inventory
with RCIC and/or HPCS. The feedwater line check valves
isolate the reactor from the break; no operator actions
are necessary to effect reactor isolation.

Approximate
Sequence Of Operator Actions Elapsed Time

a. Event begins - failure occurs. O

b. The operator determines that 10 mins

line break has occurred and
evacuates that area of the
Turbine Building. The
operator shuts down the

l

condensate and heater drainI

pumps.

c. The operator is not required to

! take any action to prevent

|
primary reactor system mass
loss, but should insure reactor'

is shut down and that RCIC and/or
HPCS are operating normally.

O
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[''h 15.2.8.2.2.2.4 Radiological effects. Due to the type of( ,) activity released, the radiological exposures are primarily 23
limited to an inhalation dose to the thyroid gland, with
secondary effects to the whole body. The radiological
consequences for this event are evaluated in accordance
with those assumptions and conditions specified in Section
15.6.4 for the steam line break accident.

The radiological exposures calculated f or this event are
presented in Table 15.2-4. It should be noted that the
maximum off-Site exposures are orders of magnitude below
the guidelines set forth in 10 CFR 100.

15.2.8.2.2.3 Consideration of uncertainties. This event
was conservatively analyzed. Due to this approach no
uncertainties were evaluated.

15.2.8.4 Comparison of Realistic vs. Conservative
Evaluation

As noted above, an NRC guided evaluation of this accident
was not made. Therefore, no comparison can be made.
However, those parameters of significance in evaluating the

[ )h
consequences of this event are presented in Table 15.2-5.

%

15.2.8.5 References

N. R. Horton, W. A. Williams, J. W. Holtzclaw, " Analytical
Methods for Evaluating the Radiological Aspects of General
Electric Boiling Water Reactors" APED 5756, March 1969.

15.2.9 CORE COOLANT TEMPERATURE INCREASE
24

See 251 NSSS GESSAR Section 15.1.27.

v
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[ 15.6.2 OFF DESIGN OPERATIONAL TRANSIENT AS A CONSEQUENCE
s- OF INSTRUMENT LINE FAILURE

15.6.2.1 through 15.6.2.4

23
See 251 NSSS GESSAR Sections 15.1.35.1 through 15.1.35.4.

15.6.2.5 Analysis of Effects and Consecuences

15.6.2.5.1 Conservative (NRC) Licensing Basis Evaluation
Methods |24

The design basis analysis is based on NRC Standard Review
Plan 15.6.2 and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.5. The specific
models, assumptions, and the program used for computer
evaluation are described in Appendix 15A. Values of
parameters used in the evaluation are presented in Table
15.6-16.

The assumptions and calculation methodology used are as
g- m foll as:

('

s a. Spiking factor

The activity released from the fuel to the coolant as
a consequence of reactor scram and vessel
depressurization was based on measurements during
plant shutdowns (Ref 2). It was shown that for a 95
percentile probability, a total of 7 Ci of I-131 is
released to the coolant f or every 1 pCi/sec of
prespike I-131 release. This conservative ratio was
applied for all the iodine isotopes for the dose
analysis. The prespike iodine releases were those
that correspond to a 0.35 Ci/sec noble gases release
after 30 min. decay, a design basis accident
assumption.

b. Iodine co'ncentration in coolant

The total iodine released f rom the f uel to the coolant
was assumed to take place in a span of 5 hours,
resulting in continued buildup of coolant activity
during that period. The coolant activity during 0-2
hours was assumed to be constant and equal to that at
the end of the first hour. The coolant activity
during 2 to 5 hours was assumed to be equal to that at
the end of 3-1/2 hours. This is a conservativeC,)'

%s
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assumption, since the rate of increase in coolant
activity decreases with time.

c. Partition factor

It was assumed that 100% of the activity in the
coolant that flashed into steam remains airborne and
that 10% of the activity carried by the coolant water
into the secondary containment becomes airborne
(corresponding to a conservative partition f actor of
0.1).

d. Activities in the containment are released to the
environment.

Air in the containment is vented directly to the
atmosphere for the first ten minutes; then the contain-
ment is isolated and air is routed to the Secondary
Containment (Enclosure Building) prior to release to
the atmosphere via the Standby Gas Treatment System
(SGTS). The SGTS filter has an efficiency of 99%.

The activity airborne in the containment and in the
secondary containment are presented in Tables 15.6-8
and 15.6-9. The activity released to the environment
is presented in Table 15.6-10.

23
e. The 5% probability level X/Q values are used for this

analysis (see Table 15.6-17).

The calculated exposure at the Exclusion Area Boundary
(EAB) and Low Population Zone (LPZ) are presented in
Table 15.6-15.

15.6.2.5.2 Realistic Evaluation Methods

See 251 NSSS GESSAR Section 15.1.35.5.1.

15.6.2.5.2.1 Methods, assumptions and conditions. See 251
NSSS GESSAR Section 15.1.35.5.1.1.

15.6.2.5.2.2 Results and consequences. See 251 NSSS
GESSAR Section 15.1.35.5.1.2.

15.6.2.5.2.2.1 through 15.6.2.5.2.2.2 See 251 NSSS GESSAR
Sections 15.1.35.5.1.2.1 through 15.1.35.5.1.2.2.

O
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i

TABLE 15.6-1g ,

TYPE III AND IV $/R VALVE TRANSIENT PARAMETERS
TO BE TASULATED FOR POSTULATED ACCIDENT ANALYS1$

Realistic
.

Conservative (Conservative
. (NRC) Engineering)

Assumptions Assuertions

1. Data and assumptions used to estimate radioactive source from
postulated accidents
A. Power level NA 4100 Nwt
5. Burn-up NA NA
C. Fuel damaged NA None
D. Delease of activity by nuclide NA Sect. 12.2.3
E. Iodine fractsons NA

(1) organtC NA 0
(2) Elemental NA 1.0
(3) Particulate NA 0

F. Reactor coolant activity before the accident NA NA

II. Data and assumptions used to estimate activity released
A. Con t a inme nt leak rata (4/ day) NA Infinits (a)
3. Secondary conainment leak rate (t/ day) NA NA
C. Valve movement times NA NA
D. Adsorption and filtration efficiencies

(1) Organic nodine NA 994
(2) Elemental todine NA 99%
(3) Particulate nodine NA 996
(4) Particulate fission products NA 99%

E. Recirculation system parameters
(1) Flow rate NA NA
(2) N4 ming efficiency NA
(3) F11ter efficiency NA NA

P. Containment spray parameters (flow rate, drop sire, etc.) NA NA
G. Containment volumes NA NA

'

M. All other pertinent data and assumptions NA 15.6.1.2.1 24

!!I. Dasper sion Datas
A. EA8 and LP1 distances (a) NA 3058/64 7
5. I/O vaiues in sec/m3 NA 1.2a10" /

3.0s10-6

!V. Dose Data
A. Method of dose calculation NA Sec 15.6.1.2.1
8. Dose conversion assumptsons NA Sect. 15.6.1.2.1
C. Activity in containment NA sect 12.2.3
D. Doses MA Tables 15.6-2,

15.6-3, 15.6-4

(a) Applicable 8 hours after S/R valve transient commences

A
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TABLE 15.6-2

TYPE III TRANSIENT ON-SITE DOSE

Organ Evaluated Dose Effect (nrem) 23

Whole Body 43

Skin 119

O

O
Amendment 23
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TABLE 15.6-9

INSTRUMENT LINE FAILURE
ACTIVITY AIRBORNE IN TIIE ENCLOSURE BUILDING, CURIES 23

(CONSERVATIVE ANALYSIS)

Isotope 1 Min I fir 2 fir 8 Hr 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

I-131 -0- 6.50E-5 2.58E-4 5.55E-3 1.29E-2 1.19E-2 1.20E-3
132 -0- 6.00E-4 1.79E-3 5.65E-3 1.21E-4 7.29E-14 0
133 -0- 2.95E-4 1.14E-3 2.01E-2 2.90E-2 3.21E-3 3.19E-12 24
134 -0- 6.98E-4 1.31E-3 1.74E-4 1.38E-9 0 0
135 -0- 3.40E-4 1.23E-3 1.36E-2 6.42E-3 4.65E-6 0 Q

:=
TOTAL -0- 2.0E-3 5.72E-3 4.50E-2 4.84E-2 1.52E-2 1.20E-3 %

$
>
:D

i
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TABLE 15.6-10

INSTRUMENT LINE FAILURE
ACTIVITY RELEASED TO TIIE ENVIRONMENT, CURIES

(CONSERVATIVE ANALYSIS)

Isotope 1 Min 1 Hr 2 IIr 8 Hr 1 Day 4 Days 30 Days

I-131 3.77E-5 3.69E-3 1.26E-7 1.30E-5 1.35E-4 7.95E-4 2.43E-3 23
132 4.77E-4 4.51E-2 9.84E-7 2.52E-5 2.25E-5 3.55E-7 0

133 1.76E-4 1.72E-2 5.63E-7 4.98E-5 3.78E-4 7.57E-4 8.06E-5
134 9.30E-4 8.31E-2 8.80E-7 3.88E-6 2.19E-7 0 0

135 2.20E-4 2.13E-2 6.23E-7 3.87E-5 1.50E-4 5.69E-5 3.75E-8

Total 1.84E-3 1.70E-1 3.18E-6 1.31E-4 6.86E-4 1.61E-3 2.51E-3 R
5
l'
&
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e
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TAB LE 15.6-25
g

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIEENTN
ACTIVITY AIp80pME INSIEE PRIMARY CONTAINwgNTIII

CONSERVAT!VE ANALYSIS

!sotope 0.0 Nr 2.0 Nr 8.0 Mr 24.0 Nr 96.0 Mr 720.0 Nr

3 131 2.57E07 6.13E06 5.96E06 3.30E06 1.40E06 3.90E05
132 3.90E07 5.17E06 8.63E05 4.44E03 1.20E-06 0

133 5.76E07 1.30E07 1.06E07 3.72E06 1.85E04 1.05E-04
134 6.74E07 3.32E06 2.85E04 5.36E-02 0 0

135 5.23EO7 1.02E07 5.48E06 6.32E05 2.0$EC2 0

Fr-83m 1.7CE07 8.23E06 9.28E05 2.76E03 1.17E-08 0

85m 5.32E07 3.87E07 1.49E07 1.17E06 1.23E01 0

85 2.12E05 2.72E05 2.72E05 2.72E05 2.70E05 2.51E05
87 9.57E07 3.30E07 1.35E06 2.67E02 0 0
88 1.31E08 7.95E07 1.77E07 3.23E05 4.81E-03 0 23
89 1.63E08 7.24E-04 0 0 0 0

te-131m 1.06E06 1.06E06 1.04E06 1.00E06 8.36E05 1.15E05
133m 5.67E06 5.53E06 5.13E06 4.19E06 1.68E06 6.22E02
133 2.31E08 2.28E06 2.20E08 2.02E08 1.35E08 4.16E06

| 135 2.20E08 1.89E08 1.20E08 3.54E07 1.48E05 0

135m 6.38E07 3.10E05 3.54E-02 0- 0 0

137 2.09E00 1.15E-01 0 0 0 0i

|
130 1.96E08 1.47E06 6.21E-01 0 0 0

(1) Units for activities are in curtes

,

O
Amendment 24
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TABEE 15.6-26

LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT
ACTIVITY RELEASED TO THE ENVIRONMENTIII

CONSERVATIVE ANALYS!$

23

Isot ope 0-2 Mr 2-8 Mr 8-24 Hr 24-96 Mr 96-720 Mr

1 ,131 1.77E02 2.52E02 5.65E02 9.42E02 2.48E03
132 2.25E02 1.00E02 1.97E01 9.37E-02 0

133 3.90E02 4.89E02 8.15E02 4.88E02 4.04E01
134 3.03E02 2.90E01 2.51E-01 0 0

135 3.39E02 3.18E02 2.78E02 3.39E01 1.44E-02

Er-83s 2.52E03 2.09E03 2.64E02 7.87E-01 0
85a 9.47E03 1.55E04 8.95E03 7.60E02 7.81E-03 34
85 5.67E01 1.70E02 4.52E02 2.02E03 1.69E04
87 1.22E04 6.17E03 2.63E02 5.20E-02 0
88 2.15E04 2.57E04 7.22E03 1.34E02 0

49 1.30E03 0 0 0 0

Xe-131m 2.21E02 6.55E02 1.70E03 6.86E03 2.74E04
133m 1.17E03 3.32E03 7.71E03 2.05E04 1.38E04
133 4.77E04 1.40E05 3.51E05 1.24E06 2.44E06
135 4.24E04 9.46E04 1.15E05 4.82E04 2.03E02
135m 2.48E03 1.21E01 0 0 0

137 2.04E03 0 0 0 0

138 8.26E03 6.25E01 0 0 0

(1) Units for acttvities are in curies

O

O
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QUESTION 230.1
v

Provide a complete interpretation of all reflection and
refraction lines within 5 miles of the site. Present the
final processed section of the reflection data in a depth
format next to your preferred interpretation. Also
present the travel time curves of the refraction data
from which you estimated velocity and thickness of the
different layers. Compare the interpretation obtained
from reflection and refraction lines covering the same
area, and explain any discrepancy between the two sets if
one exists and why.

RESPONSE:

Available Data

Seismic reflection data collected by Rockwell during
fiscal years 1979 and 1980 along lines shown in Fig 2K-8
of the PSAR were reviewed by consultants to NESCO
(Appendix 2L, Section 4.4.1.1, p 2L-10, S/HNP
Amendment 23). Seismic refraction data were collected
along lines shown in Figure 2K-3 of the PSAR by consul-
tants to NESCO and were interpreted independently by them
and correlated with data from drillholes and magnetic and

g'' gravity surveys.
i
\ Deficiencies of Processed Reflection Data

There are several reasons why the processed seismic
reflection data have not been interpreted in detail nor
reprocessed into a depth format, but remain in the time
domain:

1. The processed seismic reflection data in their present
form are of poor or marginal quality and only gross
configurations of the basalt are suggested.

2. The processed data are unreliable because they show
apparent reflections which are discontinuous and are
not correlatable with the top of basalt or other
geologic horizons recognized from drill holes and

| seismic refraction surveys.

3. Downhole velocity surveys and seismic refraction
profiling indicate that lateral velocity changes in

; the post-basalt sediments are highly variable and not
! adequately defined to permit reliable reprocessing.

Therefore, reprocessing of the reflection data to
incorporate all of the velocity variations would be a
costly and time consuming operation with limited

(''g chance of significantly improving the processed

k..
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QUESTION 230.1 (Cont'd)

records. Reducing the stack from 1200% to 300% or
600% would reduce possible interference between wide-
angle reflections and refraction arrivals, but would
probably not measurably improve the quality of the
reflections due to the reduction in stack.

Furthermore, as described below, the reflection data do
not correlate with refraction and test boring data
indicating that the reflection data as processed by
Rockwell are unreliable for determining top of basalt or
structure within the basalt.

A. Reflection Line 2 Near Southeast Anticline

Reflection Line 2 crosses the Southeast Anticline in
the vicinity of Station 300 to 340 and then extends
southward towards Horn Rapids as shown in Figure
230.1-1 (provided separately by letter WGC-0306 dated
March 5, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC, from John P. Imse
of Weston Geophysical). The location of seismic
refraction data and test borings in the vicinity of
Line 2 are also shown in Figure 230.1-1. The seismic
refraction data and the test borings in the vicinity
of the northern portion of reflection line 2 are shown
as an overlay on the reflection profile (Figure
230.1-2, provided separately by letter WGC-0306 dated
March 5, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC, from John P. Imse
of Weston Geophysical). Although this figure illus-
trates a general similarity in the configuration of
the basalt surface as defined by reflection, refrac-
tion and test boring data, thereflecting horizons are
not continuous and cannot be directly correlated with
geologic horizons recognized by the other methods.
Test Boring 4 and refraction line 1 generally confirm
a rise in the basalt surface near Station 470,
although the amplitude of the rise predicted by the

! reflection data cannot be determined because of a lack
l of continuity of the reflecting horizons.

B. Reflection Line 2, Horn Rapids Area

The southern end of reflection line 2 is located along
Horn Rapids Road (see Figure 230.1-1) where seismic
refraction investigations were conducted during
studies for the WNP 2 Site. The seismic reflection
data (Figure 230.1-3, provided separately by letter
WGC-0308 dated March 8, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC,
from John P. Imse of Weston Geophysical) show flat-
lying reflectors between Stations 1240 and 1340,
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QUESTION 230.1 (Cont'd);

L./

with reflectors rising to the south between Stations
1480 to 1540. Between Stations 1340 and 1480 the
reflectors lack clarity and continuity, whereas the
subsurface profile as determined by seismic refraction
is continuous as shown on Figure 230.1-4 (provided
separately by letter WGC-0308 dated March 8, 1982 to
M. W. Mallory, NRC, from John P. Imse of Weston
Geophysical) and an overlay to reflection line 2
(Figure 230.1-3). The refraction profile shows a zone
of complex lateral and vertical velocity changes
between Stations 1340 and 1480 where there are discon-
tinuous reflecting horizons. These velocity changes
render a proper interpretation of the processed
reflection. aata difficult to impossible.

C. Reflection Line 3 with Refraction Line 8

A portion of Reflection Line 3 was specifically
investigated by seismic refraction (Line 8), gravity
and test borings in order to address the inter-
pretation of faulting by Seismograph Service Company
as described in Myers and Price (1979). As shown on
Figure 2K-38 (S/HNP PSAR, Amendment 23, 1981) the

f} seismic refraction, gravity and test boring data are
\ ,, consistent and define an anticlinal ridge. The

seismic refraction profile and borings drilled along
Line 8 are shown as an overlay on the reflection
profile (Figure 230.1-5, provided separately by letter
WGC-0306 dated March 5, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC,
from John P. Imse of Weston Geophysical). Also shown
is the total bouguer gravity profile, which is
consistent with the refraction profile. The refrac-
tion profile shown is descriptive of the lateral
velocity changes, the greater of which occur where the
reflections lack continuity. In summary, the refrac-
tion, test boring and gravity data provide a contin-

| uous profile of the basalt surface and define an
anticlinal ridge; no faulting of the basalt surface is
indicated and, as can be seen, the reflection profile
does not accurately portray this ridge.

D. Reflection Line 10 with Refraction Line M

Reflection Line 10 (Stations 120 to 430) and Refrac-
tion Line M (Stations 206 to 360) are approximately
the same location (Figure 230.1-1). Borings S-8, S-9,
S-10 and S-15 were located on or immediately adjacent

j to the seismic lines. A gravity profile was also
obtained along refraction line M. The seismic

O
'
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QUESTION 230.1 (Cont'd)

refraction, gravity and test boring data are in good
agreement (Figure 2L-18, S/HNP PSAR, Amendment 23,
1981) and define a smoothly varying basalt surface as
shown on the overlay to the reflection data (Figure
230.1-6, provided separately by letter WGC-0306 dated
March 5, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC, from John P. Imse
of Weston Geophysical). Downhole velocity values
below the near surface low velocity zone range from
7040 ft/sec in Hole S-8 to 7650 ft/sec in Hole S-10.
Although there is no direct match between reflectors
and the bedrock surface as shown on the refraction
profile, the discontinuous reflectors at a time (two
way) of 0.25 to 0.30 seconds show a configuration
similar to that indicated by the other techniques.
The relatively strong reflecting horizon at 0.2 sec
(two-way time) between Stations 230 and 360 is appar-
ently a horizon within the Ringold Formation: how-
ever, there is no readily identifiable layer described
on the boring logs that correlate with this reflector.
The lack of continuous reflecting horizons, and the
smoothly varying basalt profile defined by seismic
refraction, gravity and test boring data, would appear
to preclude any structure in the vicinity of Stations
410 to 415 as proposed by Rockwell in ST-14 (see
Response 231.3 b.3).

E. Reflection Line 11 with Borings and Gravity Data

Although seismic refraction data have not been
acquired along Reflection Line 11 (Figure 230.1-1),
gravity and test boring data define a very gently
sloping basalt surface. The gravity profiles con-
structed from the contour map and the test borings are
shown on the overlay to the reflection data (Figure
230.1-7, provided separately by letter WGC-0306 dated
March 5, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC, f rom John P. Imse

. of Weston Geophysical). The depth to rock as
identified in the test borings has been converted to
time using an average downhole velocity value of 7,100'

ft/sec as measured in nearby boreholes. There is no
continuity of the reflectors nor is there any correla-
tion with recognizable geologic horizons between the
reflection data and the gravity and test boring data,

l The rise in the reflector at about 0.25 see (two-way
time) in the vicinity of Stations 440 to 450 amounts
to approximately 125 feet (assuming an average down-
hole velocity of 7,100 ft/sec), which would correspond
to nearly a one milligal positive gravity anomaly.
Such a gravity anomaly is not present.

Amendment 24
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QUESTION 230.1 (Cont'd)

Seismic Refraction Travel Time Curves

Seismic refraction data have been acquired over a wide area
of the Hanford Site as part of S/HNP investigations (see
Figure 2K-3) and previously on the WNP 1, 2 and 4 sites as
documented in Appendix 2L and 2M of the WNP 1 and 4 PSAR
(Amendment 9, 1974). Transmitted by Letter WGC-0309 dated
March 8, 1982 to M. W. Mallory, NRC, from Edward N. Levine
of Weston Geophysical are one copy each of the interpreted
and uninterpreted refraction time-distance plots for those
lines, all or part of which are within five miles of the
S/HNP Site as shown on Figure 230.1-1. The refraction data
have been obtained and processed in accordance &:lth the
procedures described in Section 4.1.1, page 2K-9 and 2K-10
of S/HNP, Amendment 23, and in Appendix 2L of Amendment 9
to the WNP 1 and 4 PSAR.

O
V

|
|

|
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QUESTION 230.2

The shear velocity profile under WPS 1, 2, 4 (Figure

361.1, Supply System) shows a velocity contrast at a
depth of 100 ft. while the shear velocity profile for
your site in the same region (Figure 2.5.10 PSAR) does
not show the contrast. Explain why there is a differ-
ence.

RESPONSE:

Seismic refraction measurements throughout the Hanford
Reservation have detected a persistent refracting horizon
with a compressional velocity generally varying from
7,500 ft/see to 12,000 ft/sec between elevations 350 to
400 feet above sea level. This type of lateral variation
in velocity is common for cemented layers and is probably
associated with variations in porosity which existed
prior to cementation. Therefore, within a layer charac-
terized by a velocity range the lower or higher ends of
the range are correlatable to fine or coarse material.

Compressional velocities of 10,000 to 12,000 ft/sec have
been detected in the referenced refraction horizon in the
WNP 1, 2 and 4 plant site area and northward towards Line
1. In the area north and west of Line 1, including the
S/HNP Site area, the velocity of this refracting horizon
is generally in the ran.4 of 7,500 to 9,000 ft/sec. The
depth to this horizon is approximately 100 feet (eleva-
tion 350 feet) in the WNP 1, 2 and 4 plant site area
approximately 140 feet (elevation 390 feet) in the S/HNP
Site area. The difference in elevation of 40 feet
between the S/HNP site and the WPPSS site, a distance of
5 miles, is not significant.

The shear wave velocities of this refracting horizon have
been measured by the crosshole technique at the S/HNP
Site (Figure 2L-3), two other locations to the north and

,

northeast of S/HNP (Figure 2L-2), and in the WNP 1, 2 and

! 4 plant site area. The shear wave velocity of this high

I compressional velocity refracting horizon is in the range
| of 2,500 to 3,000 ft/sec in the S/HNP area, 3,000 to
| 4,000 ft/sec north and northeast of S/HNP, and 4,000 to

5,000 ft/sec in the WNP 1, 2, and 4 site area. These
differences, like the differences in comrcessional
velocity, are probably due to normal lateral variations
in cementation.

|
,

O
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QUESTION 230.3

The bedrock contour map based on refraction data, south-
east anticline (Figure 2K-61, PSAR) does not show any
faulting yet the structural contour map (Figure 2R-7,
PSAR) based on boring indicates the existence of a fault.
Explain the reasons for the differences.

RESPONSE:

The structural contour map shown on PSAR Figure 2R-7 is
based on an interpretation of all of the geologic data
reported in PSAR Appendix 2R (Stratigraphic Investigation
of the Skagit/Hanford Nuclear Project). These data
indicate the presence of a fault at depth on line 4A. In
particular, core 125 intersected an anomalous thickness
of Elephant Mountain basalt and several shear zones
within this flow. In Appendix 2R, the fault is conserva-
tively inferred to extend northwest to line 3 and south-
east to line 4C.

The seismic refraction profiling across the Southeast
Anticline did not identify any abrupt offset suggestive
of faulting in the 16,000 ft/sec refracting horizon
identified by test borings as Elephant Mountain basalt,

i The maximum slope on the high-velocity basalt surface in

{)s| the vicinity of the Southeast Anticline is less than 10s

''-
| degrees (see Figure 2K-61 PSAR). The smooth and gentle

slopes on the high-velocity basalt surface are not
indicative of faulting in the basalt; accordingly, a
fault is not shown on the Bedrock Contour Map Based on
Refraction (Figure 2K-61).

I
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QUESTION 231.3.b.1 (Cont'd)

within 5 miles of the S/HNP Site and designated as
features "A" through "E" on Figure 231.3-1 (attached) and
are discussed individually below.

Feature "A"

The basis for this feature is Werner Solution D-22 which
is shown on both Figures B-ll and B-12 (Rockwell, 1981).
Rockwell interpreted this anomaly as a deeply buried,
asymmetric anticline (Rockwell, 1981, p. B-53). The
gravity and seismic refraction data acquired for the
S/HNP Site along Line 4A-1 (Figure 2L-16, Appendix 2L,
S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981) and the geologic infromation
derived from drilling and downhole geophysics (Figure
2R-7, Appendix 2R, S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981) are consis-
tent with the existence of a low-amplitude bedrock rise
with gently sloping flanks. The central and northern
portions of D-22 are also coincident with a northwest-
trending, low-amplitude gravity high in the vicinity of
Station -40+00 on Line 1 and Station -210+00 on Line 2 as
illustrated on Figure 2L-8 (Appendix 2L, S/HNP Amendment
23, 1981).

Feature "A" is interpreted to be coincident with the
crest of a low amplitude anticlinal high.

Feature "B"

Feature "B" (Figure 231.3-1) is based upon an alignment
of Werner Solutions D-28, N-73 and N-269 (Rockwell, 1981,
Figure 8-3 and p. B-53). There is no additional geophys-
ical data over Solutions D-28 and N-269, but Rockwell
interpreted this to be a small fold (Rockwell, 1981,
Figure 8-3 and p. B-53). Solution N-73 is only present
on the 1220 meter level and is partially coincident with
Solutions D-28 and N-269, therefore, Solution N-73
probably has a common source with Solutions D-28 and N-
269. The Total Bouguer Gravity data for this portion of
the Hanford Site (Figure 2L-8, Appendix 2L, S/HNP Amend-
ment 23, 1981) only include the southeasternmost end of
Solution N-73. This Werner solution is coincident with a
very slight gradient on the southwest flank of a small
gravity high. The ground magnetic data for Line C are
compatible with a small bedrock rise.

The ground geophysical data are consistent with the
Rockwell interpretation that Solutions D-28, N-73 and N-
269 are due to a small, low amplitude fold.
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QUESTION 231.3.b.1 (Cont'd)

Feature "C"

The feature labeled "C" on Figure 231.3-1 is coincident
with the May Junction Linear as first described by Myers
and Price (1979). This bedrock structure was studied
extensively during recent field studies for the S/HNP
Project. Gravity, land magnetic and seismic refraction
data (Appendix 2K, S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981) were
acquired to investigate the May Junction linear.

The results of the geophysical studies characterize
Feature C as an eastward dipping monoclinal fold.

Feature "D"

The bases for this feature are the interpreted contin-
uation of the May Junction struct re and Werner Solution
N-242 (Rockwell, 1981, p. 8-23). Rockwell postulates a
small fold as the source for Solution N-242 based upon a
nearby reflection line (Rockwell, 1981, p. B-53). A low
amplitude gravity high is indicated one-half mile south-
east of the location for Solution N-242 (Figure 2L-8,
Appendix 2L, S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981). The land magne-
tic data collected between Stations -60+00 and -90+00 on
Line X and Stations -10+00 and -50+00 on Line Y (Figure
2L-Al2, Appendix 2L, S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981) are
compatible with the interpretation of a low amplitude,
anticlinal fold.

The source for Solution N-242 is interpreted to be a
northeast-trending, low amplitude fold, and appears to be
a saddle in the Cold Creek syncline.

Feature "E"

Feature "E" (Figure 231.3-1) coincides with the inter-
preted extension of the Yakima Ridge structure (Rockwell,
1981, p 8-22) and Werner Solutions D-29 and N-75
(Rockwell, 1981, p B-48). Solution D-29 is concident
with a gravity high located approximately 2 miles west-
southwest of the S/HNP Site (Figure 2L-8, Appendix 2L,
S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981). The Total Bouguer Gravity
contours delineate a northwest-trending high in this area
(Figure 2L-8, Appendix 2L, S/HNP Amendment 23, 1981) and
Solution N-75 is coincident with the projected crest of
this gravity high.

The only other geophysical data in the vicinity of
Solution N-75 is Rockwell Reflection Line 1 (Table
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QUESTION 231.3.b.1 (Cont'd)v

231.3-2) (see response to Question 230.1). The reflec-
tion horizons on Line 1 lack continuity in the area of
Solution N-75

The gravity data support the interpretation that Solu-
tions D-29 and N-75 are the result of a subsurface
anticlinal ridge that appears to be asymmetric to the
northeast. The steeper northeast limb is the southwest
flank of the Cold Creek syncline.

RESPONSE TO QUESTION 231.3.b.2:

Brecciated core noted in boreholes DC-8 and DC-12 are
considered by Rockwell (1981) to be. minor features
unrelated to large displacements. The following excerpt
from Chapter 6 of the Rockwell report (p. 6-3) discusses
these breccia zones:

In general, tectonic breccias are infrequent in the
thousands of feet (meters) of core drilled in the Cold

. Creek syncline area and elsewhere in the Pasco Basin.
The breccia zones that were identified (Table 6-1) are

/''T generally intact and <4 in. (<10cm) in thickness,

(''') although some are slightly thicker (Figure 6-2). They
appear in all deep boreholes within the Hanford Site
and are principally in the Grande Ronde and Wanapum
Basalts. As noted in the next chapter, such small
tectonic breccia zones and their associated fractures
are viewed as typical strain features of folded basalt
and should be expected within the limbs of any of the
Yakima folds, including the Cold Creek syncline. None
of the tectonic breccias examined are judged as being
associated with large displacements. This conclusion
is based on comparisons with surface exposures of
similar breccias and the lack of anomalously thick

l basalt flows that would be expected if the section
were repeated.

These brecciated cores are, therefore, considered to have
no implications regarding the interpreted geologic
structure in the S/HNP Site vicinity.

REFERENCED ITEMS

Rockwell Hanford Operations, 1981, Subsurface Geology of
j the Cold Creek Syncline, RHO-BWI-ST-14, Myers, C. W.,
| and Price, S. M., Editors: Prepared for the U.S.
! Department of Energy.
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RESPONSE TO 231.3.b.3:

As discussed in the response to Question 230.1, Rockwell
seismic reflection records collected during fiscal years
1979 and 1980 are of marginal quality for any structural
interpretation. Other data in the vicinity of anomalies
identified on seismic reflection Lines 10 and 11 would
appear to preclude the existence of structures such as
those proposed by Rockwell at Line 10 station 410 to 415
and Line 11 Stations 440 to 450.

O

i

|

@
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\ TAsLE 231.3-1

WERNER SOLUTIONS FRON 760m LEVEL WITHIN $ NILES OF S/NNP SITE

Only Common Common 1 Ground Geophysical Coverage 2
Werner At to Location WGC

Solution this Both Different WGC R50 WGC RHO Ground
Number Elev. Elev. Solution Refrac. Reflec. Gravity Gravity Nagnetics

N-269 X

D-28 I

N-242 I (9) (I,Y) (X,Y)

D-29 I (3,1) (1,1)

D-22 I (4A-1) (11) (2,1) (2,1,4A-1
4A-2)

N-51 I (1) (10,11) (1,N L,5) (1,N L,N)

0-240 I (5) (2) (5,U,v) (5,U,v)

N-54 X (N,K) (N K)

N-246 I (9) (48,X) (48,X)

D-227 I

N-75 X (1)

N-248 I

N-246A3 M

N-245 I (1)

D-17 I

IThis indicates that what le modeled as a dike on one figure may be modeled as a f ault on the other, or it may be
a case of a common source type with a different orientation.i

a

2The geophyelcal profiles which intersect the inferred structures are indicated.

3the designation 'A' has been added because there are two solutions on Figure B-11 labeled M-246.
i

l
1

l
i

.

|

|

1
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TABLE 231.3-2

WERMER SOLUTIONS FROM 1220s LEVEL Witti!N 5 MILES OF S/HNP $1TE

Only Common Common 1 Ground Geophysical Coverage 2
WGC

Werner At to Location
Solution This Both Different WGC RHO WGC RHO Ground

Wumber Elev. Elev. Solution Befrac. Reflee. Gravity Gravity Magnetica

.

D-20 I

N-73 I (C) (C)

(1,1) (2,1)
D-29 x

N-63 I

D-22 x (4A-1) (11) (1,2) (1,2.4A-1
4A-2)

N-74 I (4Al-10 (4Al-10
48) 48).

N-53 m (1) (1,5A.R) (1.5A K)

SD-10 X (5) (2) (5,U,V) (5,U,V)

N-54 X (M,R) (M.Kl

H-15 X (1)

0 23 I WNP (2)
Line 1

D-37 X

N-88 I (48) (48)

This indicates that what la modeled as a dike on one figure may be modeled as a f ault on the other, or it may beI

( a case of a common source type w6th a different orientation.
l

2The geophysical prof!!es which intersect the inferred structures are indicated.'

O
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A
() QUESTION 410.1 (3.4.1 & 3. 4. 5)

In Amendment 23 to the PSAR you state that flooding of
safety-related equipment in the auxiliary building from
the turbine building due a rupture of a circulating water
system expansion joint will be prevented by operator
action following an alarm in the control room which is
annunciated by safety-grade detectors located 3 inches
above the auxiliary building floor within the airlock
between the turbine and auxiliary buildings. In order
for us to determine that sufficient time is available for
operator action, provide the following information:

a. Provide the elevation of the airlock between the two
buildings and revise your plant arrangement drawings
to show the airlock,

b. Verify that the airlock is normally closed and discuss
any indications and alarms that are provided in the
control room.

c. Provide the results of an analysis to show that
sufficient time is available for operator action
following receipt of a water level detector alarm in
the airlock considering the circulating water system'') flooding rate.(b

RESPONSE:

(a) The airlock between the Turbine and Auxiliary
Buildings is located elevation 527'. Figure 1.2-2
has been updated to show the location of the
airlock.

(b) The airlock is a secondary containment boundary
and will consist of two normally closed water
resistant doors in series which are interlocked
such that one door cannot be opened unless the
second door is closed. Interlocked operation will
be capable of being bypassed under appropriate
administrative controls to allow both doors to be
open at the same time. An alarm or warning light
will be provided to alert control room personnel
that the interlock has been bypassed. Loss of
integrity of the airlock will be annunciated in
the control room.|

(c) A time dependent analysis of Turbine Building
i flooding due to breaks in the Circulating Water

(CW) System has been performed. Two separate
cases were analyzed:

Amendment 24
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QUESTION 410.1 (Cont'd)

o A large CW break resulting in a flood rate
equal to runout flow of all operating CW
pumps

o A small CW break.

For the large break case, no operator action is
relied upon. The water level in the Turbine
Building rises rapidly (approximately 2 to 3
ft/ min) until it reaches elevation 531' (4' above
the ground floor) at which point the pressure
relief panels in the railroad access door open.
Approximately 9 minutes into the accident the
cooling tower basin is empty and the CW pumps will
lose suction. Because of the short duration of
this accident and the presence of water resistant
doors at the Auxiliary Building airlock and
Control Building lobby, water levels in the Auxi-
liary and Control Buildings will not reach more
than a few inches above elevation 527'.

The small break case can be more limiting in that
the time for the water to reach elevation 531' in
the Turbine Building and open the relief panels
can be much longer, thus allowing more time for
leakage past the water resistant doors. Because
of the broad spectrum of leak rates possible, it
was conservatively assumed that the flood reaches
elevation 531' undetected, which time is defined
as t = 0, and then remains at that level without
opening the relief panels.

Because the door sill leading to the Control
Building is at elevation 531', no flooding of the
Control Building will occur for the small break
case. For the Auxiliary and Fuel Buildings the
door sills for safety-related rooms are at eleva-
tion 528'. The water level is calculated to reach
elevation 527' 3" due to leakage past the airlock
door at approximately t = 15 min. and elevation
528' at approximately t = 45 min. Thus, 30
minutes will be available for operator action
between the time of a flood level alarm (3 inches)
and the time when water could enter a safety-
related equipment room.

This analysis is considered very conservative
because:

O
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| QUESTION 410.1 (Cont'd)

o No credit was taken for floor drain water
removal or leakage out of the building
through exterior doors.

o The condensate pump motors, located at
elevation 517', would be damaged and go out
of service early in the accident causing a
loss of feedwater accident leading to reactor
scram and a prompt investigation of the cause
of the feedwater loss,

o Flood level was assumed to be at elevation
531' at t = 0 which assumes a long term water
level rise from the Turbine Building basemant
floor elevation 517' to elevation 531'
undetected which then suggests that all of
the auxiliary equipment located between those
elevations in the Turbine Building have gone
under water, are out of service and their
failure remains unknown to the operators.
Such an operating circumstance is, of course,
not credible as the turbine generator will

'

O have earlier tripped off for multiple
reasons.

O
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QUESTION 410.2 (9.2.1)
In Amendment 23 to the PSAR, you revised the design of
the Service Water System (SWS) as a result of the site
move to Hanford. The proposed new design (Section 9.2.1
of the PSAR) deleted the cross-connection to the Standby
Service Water System (SSWS) as reflected on the SWS
drawing, PSAR Figure 9.2.1. However, Section 9.2.11
(SSWS) of the PSAR and Figure 9.2.17 still indicate that
the cross-connection between the two systems has not
changed. From PSAR Section 10.4.5 (circulating water
system) it appears that the SSWS will now be supplied
water from the circulating water booster pumps during
normal plant operations. Revise Section 9.2.11 and
Figure 9.2-17 to reflect the cross-connection between the
safety-related SSWS and the nonsafety-related circulating
water system. Also revise Sections 9.2.2 (reactor
component cooling water system), 9,2.9 (essential chilled
water system) and 9.1.3 (containment and fuel pools
cooling and cleanup system) to indicate the correct
normal source of cooling water.

RESPONSE:

See revised Sections 9.2.2, 9.2.9 and 9.2.11, and revised
Figures 9.1-1 and 9.2-17. Section 9.1.3 does not require
change.

O
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fx() QUESTION 420.1

Summarize changes to the instrumentation and control
systems which will be made as a result of the site
relocation and confirm that these changes do not involve
changes to the safety-related design bases or criteria
from that previously submitted by the applicant in the
Skagit/Hanford PSAR through Amendment 22. Also confirm
that the instrumentation and control system changes
resulting from the site relocation do not depend upon
advancements in technology beyond the state of the art
used for the instrumentation and control systems previous-
ly submitted in the PSAR through Amendment 22.

If there are changes to the safety-related design bases
or criteria or advancements in technology beyond the
state of the art used for the instrumentation and control
systems discussed up through Amendment 22 of the PSAR,
the changes should be itemized and a discussion provided
for each to justify that, with these changes, the General
Design Criteria contained in Table 7-1 of the Standard
Review Plan (NUREG-0800) and IEEE-279 can be met.

RESPONSE:

""s PSAR Amendment 23 change to the instrumentation and

g] control systems which will be made as a result of the
site relocation is limited to addition of the following:

'

Anhydrous ammonia detection in the control room air
intake, and complete and automatic isolation of the
control room upon detection of anhydrous ammonia. The
ammonia detection and isolation is not safety-related.
Failure will not prevent any safety system from perform-
ing its safety function with the required minimum redun-
dancy in the safety system. This change in the instrumen-
tation and control systems does not depend upon advance-
ments in technology beyond the state of the art.

)
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!

QUESTION 421.2 (13.7) (Supplement 19, Response (2) (a) )
<

Confirm that guidance in Regulatory Guide 5.44 will be;

used in selecting and installing a perimeter intrusion:

i detection system.

RESPONSE:

{ The guidance contained in Regulatory Guide 5.44 will be
4 incorporated in the design, and used in the installation

of the S/HNP perimeter intrusion detection system.

Supplement 19a will be provided under separate cover.
This supplement will provide details of the proposed
security plan and presents Figures 13.7-1 and 13.7-2.

.
Supplement 19a is to be withheld from public disclosure
pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790.

.

f

:

i

i

;

i

i

,

!
!

1
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QUESTION 460.1

Figure 11.3-2 of the amended FSAR indicates that the
Turbine Building has 3 ventilation exhaust roof vents;
Figure 1.2-8 (page 6, 7, and 8 of 9), however, shows
eight vents identified as " smoke vents". Are the " smoke
vents" in addition to the three ventilation exhaust vents
or is this an error?

RESPONSE:

Figure 11.3-2 shows only one vent port over the turbine
building roof for HVAC exhaust during normal plant
operation. The words "Typ of 3" on Figure 11.3-2 mean
one vent port with horizontal air discharge is provided
for each of the following non-seismic Category I build-
ings shown on the drawing:

o Turbine Building
o Radwaste Building,

' o Service Building

The 8 vent ports shown on Figure 1.2-8 are the smoke and
heat vents which will be automatically opened to release
the smoke and heat caused by a fire. They are a part of

- the Fire Protection System and not part of the heating
and ventilating system. General arrangement drawings do
not normally show H&V intakes, ductwork, or exhaust
ports. Since the effluent release points are an exten-
sion of the H&V system, they are not shown on Figure 1.2-
8.

Amendment 24
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QUESTION 460.2

Provide the elevation, above grade or mean sea level, of
the radioactive gaseous release points shown in Figure
11.3-3. Also indicate the shape and inside dimensions
(not area) of each vent.

RESPONSE:

The potential radio ctiic gaseous effluent release points
during normal plant operations are detailed below.

Approx. El. Exhaust Release Release
Release Above Duct Point Vent
Point Grade Size Dimen. Confio.*

Main Plant 235' 42" 9 36 " g circular
Vent

Fuel Bldg. 95' 30"x30" 4x10"x52" square
Roof Vent annulus

Aux. Bldg. 90' 46"x46" 4x22"x84" square
Roof Vent annulus

Turbine Bldg. 125' 72"x72" 4x48"x108" rect.

Roof Vent louvers

Radwaste Bldg. 50' 56"x56" 4x24"x78" rect.

Roof Vent louvers

Service Bldg. 55' 40"x40" 2x28"x106" rect.
(Admin. Bldg.) 40"x18" 2x28"x52" louvers

(
Roof Vent 40"x44"

|

*See Figure 11.3-2 for orientation of airflow.

O
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O QUESTION 460.3

The response to NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, Attachment 1, is
inadequate in the following respects:

(1) Our examination of the amended PSAR indicates that
the Skagit Plant, Unit No. 1, has five gaseous
radioactive release vents which could be sources
of accident releases of radioactive material.
These are the multipurpose vent (vent or reactor
building), the fuel building vent, and the rad-
waste building vent, the turbine building vent,
the auxiliary building vent, the turbine building
vents, and the radwaste building vent. Your
response on page 1B-94 (Amendment 22) indicates
you plan to monitor only the reactor building
vent. While this vent would be the release point
most likely to contain high concentrations of
noble gases after an accident, the other release
points cannot be overlooked.

(2) Your response on page 1B-94, Subpart (1) , Items A
and B, seems to indicate you are providing two
accident monitors with ranges differing by a
factor of ten but monitoring the same release
point. Please clarify why you are using two

O monitors for this release point when one would
apparently suffice.

RESPONSE:

(1) The S/HNP design utilizes two common vents for
airborne radioactive materials that may be
released from the Plant during and following an
accident. These are the Main Plant vent and the
Fuel Building vent. The Turbine Building is not
connected to the containment and consequently does
not contain accident associated airborne radio-
active materials subject to release through the
Turbine Building vent. The Auxiliary Building
vent is isolated under accident conditions and is
vented by means of the Standby Gas Treatment

i System through the Fuel Building vent. Accident
'

level releases, both liquid and gaseous, are
isolated and not released to radwaste under
accident conditions. Consequently, the radwaste
vent is not subject to accident releases of air-
borne radioactive materials.

(2) The response on S/HNP PSAR page 1B-94 Subpart (1)
indicates the two general categories of noble gas

e monitors that could be utilized. The Main Plants

(d\
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QUESTION 460.3 (cont'd)

vent, which includes the drywell purge, and the
Fuel Building vent, which includes the SGTS purge,
-re both Type B release points.

O

:

i

O
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QUESTION 460.4

The response to NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, Attachment 2, is
inadequate in the following respect:

Your discussion on Page 1B-96 indicates that you,

plan to sample only the multipurpose vent for
radiciodine and particulates from accident
releases of radioactive materials. NUREG-0737
requires monitoring for all potential accident
release paths, which would include vents from the,

turbine building, fuel building, auxiliary
building, and radwaste building.

RESPONSE:

A post-accident particulate and iodine sampling capabili-
ty will be installed on the Fuel Building vent and the
Main Plant vent. As noted in the response to Question
460.3, the potential accident release paths are only
through the Main Plant vent and the Fuel Building vent.
The design was found acceptable in S/HNP SER NUREG-0309,
Supplement 2, page II-20.

\

!

<

\v
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QUESTION 471.1

Section 12.3.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 specifies that
layout drawings should show shield thickness. In Section
12.1.2.4.7 of the PSAR, the control room shielding is
specified to be 2'-0" thick concrete walls, but the roof
shield thickness is not specified. The shield thickness
above the control room should be specified, either in
Subsection 12.1.2.4.7 or in Figure 12.1-16.

RESPONSE:

See revised Section 12.1.6.1.

O

O
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QUESTION 471.2

Section 12.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 specifies that
applicants should describe the source terms used for
shield design for the turbine system. Section 12.1.3.9
states that the source strengths given by Table 12.1-15
are adjusted to reflect the self-absorption in the
components and that the equivalent inventory was found to
be 117 Ci of N-16, including exposed piping associated
with the H.P. Turbine.

471.2(a)

You should specify if the N-16 inventories quoted in
Table 12.1-15 are adjusted for component-self absorption,
or if they are actual estimated inventories.

RESPONSE:

See revisions to Section 12.1.3.9.

O

1 O
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/ QUESTION 471.2 (Cont'd) '

Section 12.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 specifies that
applicants should describe the source terms used for
shield design for the turbine system. Section 12.1.3.9
states that the source strengths given by Table 12.1-15
are adjusted to reflect the self-absorption in the
components and that the equivalent inventory was found to
be 117 Ci of N-16, including exposed piping associated
with the H.P. Turbine.

471.2(b)

In addition, you' should explain why only " exposed piping
associated with the H.P. Turbine" was used as the N-16
source. It appears that the dose contribution should
include a minimum:

H.P. Turbine, (25.37 Ci),
Moisture separators / reheaters (118.25 Ci),
Crossover piping (17.13 Ci), and
L.P. Turbines (19.74 Ci), etc.

Based on Table 12.1-15 the total N-16 source should be at
least 180 Ci of N-16. If the above quoted 117 Ci were

f'' obtained by adjusting the 180 Ci for the source self-
absorption effect, then it should be so stated.

RESPONSE:

See revisions to Section 12.1.3.9.

|

|

)
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QUESTION 471.2 (Cont'd)

Section 12.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 specifies that
applicants should describe the source terms used for
shield design for the turbine system. Section 12.1.3.9
states that the source strengths given by Table 12.1-15
are adjusted to reflect the self-absorption in the
components and that the equivalent inventory was found to
be 117 Ci of N-16, including exposed piping associated
with the H.P. Turbine.

471.2(c)

In Table 12.1-15, "N-16 inventories in equipment in the
turbine building", reference is made to notes (1), (2),
and (3). Note (2) refers to main steam piping.
References for Notes (1) and (3) are not specified. You
should provide references for Notes (1) and (3).

RESPONSE:

See revisions to Table 12.1-15.

|

|

9

O
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QUESTION 471.2 (Cont'd)

Section 12.2.1 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 specifies that
applicants should describe the source terms used for
shield design for the turbine system. Section 12.1.3.9
states that the source strengths given by Table 12.1-15
are adjusted to reflect the self-absorption in the
components and that the equivalent inventory was found to
be 117 Ci of N-16, including exposed piping associated

] with the H.P. Turbine.

471.2(d)
;

In subsection 12.1.3.9, " Turbine Shine Dose," reference
is made to the " Exclusion Area Boundry", which is approxi-
mately 1.9 miles from the turbine building. At this
distance you calculate the dose to be 0.5 mrem / year. Is
the exclusion area boundary the closest unrestricted area
from radiation control standpoint? If not, you should
provide the dose at the closest unrestricted area.

RESPONSE:

See revisions to Section 12.1.3.9.

x

,

O
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